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Abstract
This study aims to develop methods for detection of drift in sensor measurements. The study
consists of three major components; 1) residual generation, 2) statistical change detection, and
3) model building.
To identify the statistical properties of the residuals and to utilize them for detection of the
drift, a new method for estimation of the drift rate is proposed. The method formulates an
augmented system matrix model and processes the model using a Kalman filter. An analytical
method for estimation of the drift rate is also derived. A Hamiltonian approach is used for
evaluation of the steady state covariance of the residuals. The steady state covariance and the
estimated drift rate enable the existence of the drift in the measurements to be determined in a
statistical way using the change detection algorithms.
The statistical change detection algorithms process the residuals to determine the drift
statistically. In the study, performance of the major algorithms, including the Exponentially
Weighted Moving average (EWMA), Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) control chart, and Gener-
alized Likelihood Ratio Test (GRLT), are investigated. A new method for detection of the
change, named the “Standardized Sum of the Innovation Test (SSIT),” is also proposed. The
statistical properties of the decision function of the SSIT are derived to set the decision thresh-
old statistically. A method for estimation of the mean delay of the SSIT is also derived. The
mean delay of the SSIT is shown in a demonstration and is the shortest of the change detection
algorithms.
For demonstration purposes, mathematical models of a pressurizer in a CANada Deuterium
Uranium (CANDU R©) nuclear power plant are developed. The mathematical models in the form
of nonlinear differential equations are verified by comparing the simulation results with those
of the industry standard code known as “CATHENA” (Canadian Algorithm for Thermal Hy-
iii
draulic Network Analysis). The developed algorithms have been successfully applied to the
pressurizer model for detection and estimation of pressure sensor drift. The results convinc-
ingly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms in the detection of the drift.
Keywords: Statistical Change Detection, Sensor Fault Detection, Sensor Drift, Standard-
ized Sum of the Innovation Test, CUSUM, SPRT, GLRT, Pressurizer,CANDU Reactors.
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To achieve high level safety and performance, the process parameters (such as voltage, cur-
rent, pressure, temperature, level, etc.) of an industry plant are measured and controlled by
instrument systems. Maintaining a high level of accuracy in the instrument systems is a criti-
cally important task for the safety and performance requirements; however, the measurements
made by the instrument systems have some level of intrinsic uncertainty caused by a variety
of inaccuracies such as; measurement inaccuracy, sensor drift, sensor calibration inaccuracy,
rack calibration inaccuracy, rack drift, etc.[1]. The measurements of the process parameters
can also contain electrical noise due to electromagnetic interference and temporal fluctuations
from vibrations or disturbances.
If the measurement output shows a bias which increases slowly in time independent of
the measured property, this is defined as measurement drift [2]. The measurement drift in the
intrinsic uncertainties of instrument systems usually will not appear explicitly on the systems
2displays or chart recorders or reach a level to trigger the system alarms. As a result, the ex-
istence of the drift in the measurement is difficult to detect and distinguish from the intrinsic
errors and noise in the measurements. If a drift is not detected promptly enough, not only will
the product of the plant not meet the specified quality but the safety margin of the systems can
also be reduced by the measurement drift. The risk of harming the plant, the public, and the
environment can be increased and a catastrophic accident may occur from the reduced safety
margin.
An example of a significant result from the measurement drift can be found in the cases
of the feed water flow rate measurements of nuclear power plants[3]. The measurement drift
caused by the venturi meter fouling resulted in power derating of the nuclear power plant.
The report shows the amount of derating on average was between 1 and 2% of full power. A
derating of 2% in an 800-MW(electric) unit will cost the utility about $20000/day given that
the cost of electricity is $0.05/kWh [4].
In nuclear power plants, the codes and standards [5][6][7][8] enforced by governing au-
thorities require the sensors measuring the process parameters of the systems containing a high
density of energy or hazardous materials to be tested and calibrated regularly to reduce the risk
caused by the measurement drift. The codes and standards often require hardware redundancies
to reduce the risk from the uncertainties from the instruments as well.
The components of the instrument system outside the physical system boundary can be
tested and calibrated on-line while the plant is in 100% full power operation but the sensor
calibrations are performed while the plant is undergoing a scheduled overhaul. Based on the
uncertainties specified by the manufacturers of the sensors, a certain amount of safety margin
is imposed by the codes and standards when designing the set-point for alarms or shutdown of
the system or the whole plant.
3In short, hardware redundancies, periodic calibrations, and safety margins are the major
requirements imposed on the industry to cope with the uncertainties from the sensor drift.
However, in addition to the current requirements for the industry, there have been rigorous
studies proposing algorithms for detection of the faults in the Fault Detection and Isolation
(FDI) literatures [9][10][2][11]. The change detection algorithms [12][13] can also be used in
connection with the FDI algorithms. Some algorithms focus on detection of the fault while
others focus on the location of the fault. Investigations into the algorithms presented in the
literature which can be practically realized and applied to the industry are needed for detection
of the drift without additional sensor placements. New algorithms specially designed for de-
tection of the drift are also desirable for improvement of the detection delay of the algorithms
discussed in the literature.
1.2 Problem Statements
The normal operation range of a target system of the instrumentations can be divided into
several set-points for alarms (such as low level alarm, high level alarm, extremely high level
alarm, etc.) and for system shutdowns to cope with possible faults and failures. When a
measurement process reaches an alarm point, the major cause of the alarm can be categorized
as follows, although the probability of each event of the cause can be significantly different:
1) a false alarm or a trip has occurred (spurious alarm/trip); 2) one of the components of the
instrument system (sensor, transducer, signal processor, junction box, etc.) has malfunctioned;
3) the target system is suffering a significant transient which cannot be dealt with due to the
control system capability (e.g. Steam Generator Level High by fast opening the Condensate
Steam Discharge Valves on a Turbine Trip), and 4) The target system parameter is changed as
4a result of failures (such as leaks or breaks).
The algorithms for detecting the fault, estimating it’s size, and identifying it’s location are
in the subjects of the FDI literatures. Most of the FDI algorithms process the measurements to
transform them into signals sensitive to a specific event of the four different causes described
above, called residuals. In an ideal situation, the residual should be zero in the fault free case
and will deviate from zero if a fault has occurred. If the residual exceeds a predefined value,
a decision will be made. The proper design of the predefined value depends on the statistical
properties of the residuals and the requirement of the false alarm probability. On the other
hand, given the same residuals, studying and developing algorithms in order to determine the
change with the shorter delay is the main subject of the change detection algorithms. Even if
an FDI algorithm can generate the residuals effectively tuned to the fault types, the detection
delay can be different depending on the change detection algorithms. Therefore, finding a
proper algorithm for generation of the residuals sensitive to the drift is one issue and finding a
proper change detection algorithm for faster detection of the drift is another. The study needs
to integrate the FDI algorithms and the change detection algorithms for detection of the drift.
1.3 Objectives of the Study
As mentioned in the motivations section, the measurement drift will not reach the alarm levels
defined in the normal operation range. Moreover, the drift starts at any random time during the
operation of the systems (A continuous operation period can last more than 18 months in the
case of nuclear power plants). Because of the random nature of the drift and the uncertainty
of the measurements, the exact onset time of the drift cannot be explicitly determined. The
difficulty in detecting the drift is not only due to the randomness in timing but also the size of
5the change in the residuals deteriorated by the drift. Then, the objectives of the study can be
summarized as:
1. Research and development of algorithms for detection of the drift under the condition of
the measurement uncertainties
2. Estimation of the size of the drift in the measurements
3. Calculation of the probability of the drift in the measurements
4. Development of an algorithm for faster detection of the drift
5. Estimation of the onset time of the drift from the measurements
6. Estimation of the mean delay in detection of the drift
Taking into consideration of the above issues, the objectives, and the strengths and draw-
backs of each algorithm, the solutions in the literatures are investigated and compared in this
thesis. In addition to the investigations, providing algorithms which can improve the-state-of-
the-art techniques are also an objective of the study. A demonstration of the algorithms being
applied to an industry system is also needed for this study.
1.4 Scope and Contributions of the Study
The scope can be divided into two main categories: 1) the fundamental study, and 2) the
application study. Research and development of the possible methods for realization of the
predefined goals is comprised in the fundamental study. Results of the investigations of the-
state-of-the-art algorithms discussed in the literature which can be used for detection of the drift
are presented in the first part of the thesis. The results of the comparison study of the new and
6improved algorithms proposed by the study with the-state-of-the-art technologies are provided
in the fundamental study chapters as well. The application study consists of demonstration
of the algorithms in the literature and the new algorithms developed for the study using an
industry system model, i.e. a pressurizer in a CANDU Nuclear Power Plant(NPP). In the
application study, the comparisons of the algorithms are also implemented by using simulations
of mathematical models developed for the study.
1.4.1 Fundamental Study
The fundamental study can be divided into three main topics namely: 1) algorithms for the
residual generation, 2) algorithms for the statistical change detection, and 3) methods for model
building. Each topic of the fundamental study is further described as follows.
1.4.1.1 Residual Generation
There are many algorithms for the residual generation in the literature; however, the thesis
focuses on the new algorithms developed for the study. A Kalman filter configured with math-
ematical models of a target system is used for generation of the residuals in the form of the
innovations [14]. To identify the statistical property of the residuals and to utilize the statisti-
cal property for detection of the drift, a new method for estimation of the drift rate from the
measurements is proposed [15]. The method formulates an augmented system matrix model
and processes the model by the Kalman filter to separate the drift from the innovation process.
An analytical estimation of the drift rate is also derived. The estimation of the drift rate by the
analytical method and by the Kalman filter model is compared. A Hamiltonian approach[16] is
used for evaluation of the steady state covariance of the residuals by solving the discrete time
Riccati equation of the covariance matrix of the Kalman filter. The steady state covariance
7and the estimated drift rate characterize statistical properties of the residuals and enable the
statistical decision for detection of the drift.
1.4.1.2 Statistical Change Detection
The statistical change detection algorithms process the residuals generated by an FDI algo-
rithm. In the study, the performance of the major algorithms: the Exponentially Weighted
Moving Average (EWMA)[17], CUmulative SUM (CUSUM) control chart[18], and Gener-
alized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT)[19] are investigated. The characteristics of the algo-
rithms such as limitations, assumptions, and Average Run Length (ARL) functions [20][21]
on which each algorithm is based are investigated for feasibility study and for application of
the algorithms for detection of the drift in connection with the residual generation method. A
new method for detection of the change named the “Standardized Sum of the Innovation Test
(SSIT)” is also proposed to improve the detection delay. The statistical properties of the deci-
sion function of the new method are derived to set the decision threshold statistically. A method
for estimation of the mean delay using the new method is also formulated. The mean delay of
the new method is shown to be the shortest in exchange for a more complex calculation process
among the major change detection algorithms compared.
1.4.1.3 Model Building
For the residual generation, mathematical models of a pressurizer[22] are developed. The
mathematical models are derived from the first principles of thermo hydraulics. Numerical
evaluations of the water and steam property of the mathematical models are performed using
IAPWS-IF1997[23]. The mathematical models in the form of nonlinear differential equations
are verified by comparing the simulation results with those of the industry standard code called
8“CATHENA” (Canadian Algorithm for Thermal Hydraulic Network Analysis)[24]. The lin-
earized models of the pressurizer are also verified by comparing the simulation results at the
100% full power operation range of the plant. After the verification, the models are used for
demonstration of the algorithms for detection of the drift.
1.4.2 Application Study
In the application study, the linearized model of the pressurizer is used for configuration of
the Kalman filter and subsequently for residual generation. Artificial noises and drift signals
are added to the input and output of the system models. The Kalman filter processes the input
and output of the models to generate innovation sequences under various drift conditions in the
measurements. After generation of the innovation sequences, the change detection algorithms
of EWMA, CUSUM, GLRT, and SSIT are engaged to process the innovation sequence to
detect the drift. To investigate the performance of each change detection algorithm, 1,000
random sequences for each of 6 different drift rates are generated and processed. Based on
the simulation results, the mean delays of each algorithm are collected and compared. The
mean delays from the simulations are also compared with the evaluation results of the ARL
functions of each change detection algorithm. The application study confirms that the SSIT
method developed in the research can bring the shortest detection delays than any other change
detection algorithms compared in the study. The achievement of the goals of the study are
demonstrated and provided in the application study as well.
1.4.3 Contributions
The major contributions of this research can be summarized as:
91. Development of the Kalman filter model using an augmented system matrix for estima-
tion of the drift rate.
2. Derivation of the analytic model for estimation of the drift rate.
3. Derivation of the steady state covariance of the innovation sequence of the Kalman filter
model.
4. Development of a new algorithm (SSIT) for the change detection.
5. Derivation of the mean delay time of the SSIT.
6. Derivation of the estimation method for drift onset time by the SSIT.
7. Comparison study of the change detection algorithms.
For investigation of the statistical property of the Kalman filter model developed by the
study, the items 2) and 3) are derived. The statistical property of the model enables the drift
state to be distinguished from the drift-free states and the decision of the drift in measurements
can be addressed with a probability. Issues 1) through 3) in the problem statements section can
be answered by items 1) through 3) above. It is shown in the fundamental study of the change
detection algorithms that the proposed SSIT results in the shortest delays compared to the other
change detection algorithms. The analytical solution of the mean delay and an algorithm for
estimation of the drift starting time of the SSIT are derived. To show how fast the SSIT can
detect the drift, the comparison studies of the mean delay are performed in two ways: 1) by
simulations, and 2) by evaluations of the ARL functions. The results from both comparisons
confirm that the SSIT results in the shortest mean delay among the change detection algorithms.
Issues 4) through 6) in the problem statements section can be answered by items 4) through 6)
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above. In addition to the contributions, the tasks implemented for derivation of the conclusions
of the study are summarized as:
1. Building mathematical models of a pressurizer.
2. Building a CATHENA model of the pressurizer for comparison with the mathematical
models.
3. Developing formulas for evaluation of the water and steam property and MATLAB R© rou-
tines for evaluation of the models.
4. Calculating the steady state covariance of the innovation sequence of the pressurizer
models in the form of the discrete time Riccati equation using the Hamiltonian approach.
5. Performing numerical evaluations of the average run length functions of the EWMA and
CUSUM by solving the Fredholm integral using a system of linear algebraic equations
(SLAE)[25].
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
Fig. 1.1 briefly shows the organization of the thesis and topics of each chapter. The methods
for the residual generation are discussed in Ch. 2. The change detection algorithms[12][13] are
investigated in Ch. 3. The new method developed for detection of the change is also presented
in Ch. 3. The modeling process is demonstrated by analyzing the design of the pressurizer of
a CANDU R© nuclear power plant in Ch. 4. For evaluation of the coefficients of the non-linear
models, the derivative functions of the water property using IAPWS-97 [23] are also derived
and presented in Ch. 4. The performance of the change detection algorithms of the SSIT,
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EWMA, and CUSUM are compared in Ch. 5 using the pressurizer model presented in Ch. 4.
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Chapter 2
Residual Generation for Detection of Drift
To detect a fault based on measurements, statistical properties of the measurements should be
identified. Based on the statistical properties, the probability of a fault event can be obtained
and the decision of what to do about the fault can be made in a statistical way. But, the statistical
properties of the raw measurements of sensors change over time as results of:
1. changes in the reference (target) value,
2. disturbances,
3. system parameter changes (operating conditions, breakdowns, degradations, aging, etc.),
and
4. sensor faults (includes the drift).
To obtain the statistical property decoupled from other events, fault detection algorithms
transform various measurements into so-called residuals which are sensitive to each event. This
chapter describes the residual generation techniques for detection of the drift. After briefly
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reviewing the general practices applied to nuclear power plants for dealing with the events
listed above, a description of the approaches for detection of the drift follows.
In typical designs of nuclear power plants, several operation modes are predefined with
respect to the desired output power of the plant. Each desired value (reference value) of the
controlled variables in each mode is maintained by a control system and monitored by safety
systems. The reference values of the controlled variables are designed to be invariant in each
operation mode. Subsequently, the sensor readings in an operation mode can be assumed to
be invariant aside from high frequency noises and if there is no event of 1), 2), 3), and 4)
listed above. Hence, based on the invariant assumption of the measurements at each operation
mode, the reference (target) signal of a control variable is designed after analyzing the system’s
reaction to disturbances.
To reject the disturbances and to maintain the controlled variables to the reference values,
control systems are designed. The design objectives of the control systems are to reject the dis-
turbances in a fast and effective (minimal actuations) way given the system constraints. Due to
the design of nuclear power plants, if a control system is not able to reject disturbances in a pre-
defined period, and the controlled variables reach the predefined set-point, the safety systems
can then shutdown the whole plant. For example, the “Turbine Trip from the Steam Generator
Level High followed by a Reactor Trip” event sequence has been identified frequently by the
failure of the disturbance rejection of the steam generator level control system during the pe-
riod of the operation mode change or during the period of external disturbances (e.g. loss of
the off site power event) [26] [27].
When designing the safety systems, the system failure modes and consequences of the fail-
ures are analyzed. System variables sensitive to each system failure mode are selected to be
monitored by the safety systems. Given the system constraints and requirements, designing
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the proper number of and optimal location of the sensors for the predefined failure mode is
an important and nontrivial task. Designing the specific thresholds (e.g. set-points for alarms,
plant trip, and initiating emergency actuation systems) in order to identify the system failures
is also an important task to protect the whole plant and the environment. An example of the
regulatory requirements for analyzing the system failure modes of nuclear power plants can
be found in Chapter 15 of the Standard Review Plan (SRP)(NUREG-0800, US-NRC) [28].
The result of the analysis of the system failure modes and consequences should be included
in the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) as a part of application documents for an opera-
tional license of a nuclear power plant. The design and installation of multiple channels for
an identical plant variable is a common practice as it is for nuclear power plants to reject the
readings from a fault sensor by using the multi-channel voting logic (2-out-of-3, 2-out-of-4) in
the safety systems.
As summarized above, the methods for dealing with the events in items 1), 2), 3), and 4)
listed above are well adopted in the hardware designs of nuclear power plants, but, the method
for dealing with the drift in the sensor measurement relies mainly on the safety margins and
periodic sensor calibrations. To detect drift, a residual which is sensitive to the drift event
should be generated. If a residual can be made insensitive to any other event listed above
but the drift, it would be ideal. However, the practical constraints on the number of sensors,
their locations, and inability to install sensors prevent the residual from being ideal. Therefore,
statistical properties of the residuals usually have conditions. Under the condition that the
systems for detection of the system failures and sensor faults are working properly, a residual
generation model using a Kalman filter for detection of the drift is proposed in this chapter.
The residual model assumes that no system failures and sensor faults exist at the same time.
Hence, the measurements are assumed to be affected only by the drift and the control inputs
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(for either the disturbance rejection and/or change in the operation mode).
Section 2.1 briefly reviews relevant papers for detection of the drift in the literatures and
describes the approach taken in this study for generation of the residuals. To investigate the
statistical properties of the residuals, an analytical solution for calculation of the drift effect
on the mean of the innovation process is derived in Section 2.2. An augmented system matrix
model is also proposed in Section 2.3 for estimation of the drift rate using a Kalman filter. A
method for calculation of the steady state covariance of the innovations using the Hamiltonian
approach is studied and described in Section 2.4. The methods proposed in Section 2.2, 2.3,
and 2.4 make it possible for the change detection algorithms presented in Ch. 3 to determine
the existence of the drift with a degree of confidence.
2.1 Approaches to Residual Generation
Many papers describing general algorithms for fault detection can be found in the literature.
Narrowing the scope within the papers under the assumption of available models and the in-
formation of input and output measurements, algorithms based on Luenberger observers in a
deterministic environment [29] or Kalman filters in a stochastic environment [30] can be ap-
plied to the detection of sensor faults. For detection of faults mixed with both jump and ramp
characteristics in a gyro, a hypothesis test procedure is formulated [31]. With the hypoth-
esis test of the transformed residuals from a set of parity equations, the proposed detection
procedure under the condition of known failure rate and nominal size of the bias and ramp
is demonstrated [31]. The statistical property of the innovation process by a Kalman filter is
provided in [14]. Using a Kalman filter, it is possible to render the statistical property of the
innovation process insensitive to the control inputs. So, the innovation process can be insensi-
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tive to the external disturbances and the operation mode changes. To this end, the Kalman filter
innovation process is used for the residuals in this study to separate the control input effects on
the measurement from the drift.
In the application of Kalman filters, if a bias from modeling error appears, the bias affects
the filter performance even without a fault in the system and sensors. A decoupling technique
for estimating the bias under a constant bias assumption without using an augmented Kalman
filter to avoid numerical inaccuracies is proposed by Friedland [32]. Later on, Friedland and
Grabousky [33] extended Friedland’s work [32] by incorporation of random noise effect in the
bias. An improved decoupled Kalman estimator for the case where the dynamic and bias states
are initially correlated is introduced in [34]. Sufficient conditions for the optimality of a two-
stage estimator for state estimation in the presence of random bias are provided in [35]. An
optimal two-stage Kalman filter under the specific condition that the plant noise and bias noise
are uncorrelated is derived in [36]. In summary, before using a Kalman filter for drift detection,
the model can be tuned using the methods proposed in [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] if a bias appears
from the model error.
Many papers reporting specific applications of fault detection algorithms to nuclear power
plants can also be found in the nuclear technology literature. A technique based on the concept
of functional redundancy is introduced for detecting incipient failures in process instruments
of a pressurizer based on a Kalman filter [37]. The pressurizer is used for a loss-of-fluid test
(LOFT) in a reactor located at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory. Further study for on-
line failure detection in other instrumentations of the same LOFT pressurizer is reported in
[38]. There, several capabilities of a real-time instrument failure detection system developed
for the pressurizer were demonstrated. An off-line fault detection technique for applications
in nuclear power plants is reported in [39], where, efforts are made for detection, isolation
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and identification of sensor faults. The main goal of the study is to establish a condition-
directed maintenance strategy for sensors in the plant. A Kalman filter based application of
fault detection techniques in power regulating systems of a nuclear reactor is introduced [40].
The paper provides an overview of various fault models in the sensors and actuators.
As can be seen in the papers above [37] [38] [39] [40], to apply the model based algorithms
to a particular system, the model of the system should be constructed and adjusted to track the
output of the system under no fault conditions. The model construction is an application spe-
cific process and an example of a modeling process is demonstrated in Ch. 4 using a CANDU R©
nuclear power plant pressurizer. As already mentioned above, the methods in [32] [33] [34]
[35] [36] can be referred to for the purpose of the model adjustment and will not be discussed
in this thesis.
2.2 Change in the Expectation of the Innovation Sequence
In order to identify drift statistically, the mean and the variance along with the probability
density function of the innovation process [14] before and after onset of the drift should be
identified. Then, using the statistical properties, the change detection algorithms [12] [13]
can be applied to process the innovations for calculation of the probability of the drift in the
measurements. An analytical method for estimation of the change in the mean of the innovation
process from the drift measurement is presented in this section.
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2.2.1 Linear Discrete Time System with Noise
Suppose that the underlying process can be represented by the following linear discrete time
model as follows
xk = Fkxk−1 + Gkuk−1 + wk−1, (2.1)
yk = Hkxk + vk, (2.2)
where, xk, the process state; uk, the control input; yk, the measurement model; Fk, the state-
transition matrix; Gk, the control input model; wk, the process noise; vk, the measurement
noise;Hk, the measurement model.
Let’s assume that the noise processes wk and vk are white Gaussian, zero mean, uncorre-
lated, and have known covariance matrices Qk and Rk, respectively:
wk ∼ N(0,Qk), (2.3)
vk ∼ N(0,Rk), (2.4)
E[wkwTj ] = Qkδk− j, (2.5)
E[vkvTj ] = Rkδk− j, (2.6)
E[vkwTj ] = 0. (2.7)
2.2.2 Linear Discrete Time Kalman Filter
Under the assumption of known statistics of the noises, system dynamics, measurement equa-
tions, and in the absence of drift in measurements, the optimal estimation of the unknown state
vector at each time step can be estimated using a Kalman filter. The detailed treatment of the
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subject can be found in numerous textbooks [41] [42] [43]. A brief summary is given herein to
provide necessary background for derivation of the proposed algorithms.
The initial state estimate xˆ+0 is set to be the expectation of the initial state x0
xˆ+0 = E[x0], (2.8)
and the initial a posteriori covariance is set to be
P+0 = E[(x0 − xˆ+0 )(x0 − xˆ+0 )T ]. (2.9)
The a priori covariance of the state estimation error P−k (The time update equation for Pk) can
be calculated using the system matrix Fk−1 and Qk−1 from the a posteriori covariance P+k−1 of





k−1 + Qk−1. (2.10)
The a priori state estimate x−k can also be obtained using equation of Eq. (2.1)
xˆ−k = Fk−1 xˆ
+
k−1 + Gk−1uk−1. (2.11)
Once P−k is updated, the gain of the Kalman filter can be calculated using P
−
k in Eq. (2.10), the
measurement matrix Hk, and the noise covariance Rk by








The a posteriori covariance of the state estimation error P+k (The measurement update equation
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for P) can be calculated by
P+k = (I − KkHk)P−k (I − KkHk)T + KkRkKTk . (2.13)
The Kalman gain update Kk in Eq. (2.12) minimizes the trace of P+k which is the sum of the
squared state estimation error at each time step,
Tr(P+k ) =
{
(xk,1 − xˆ+k,1)2 + (xk,2 − xˆ+k,2)2 + . . . + (xk,n − xˆ+k,n)2
}
. (2.14)




k + Kk(yk − Hk xˆ−k ). (2.15)
The term of (yk−Hk xˆ−k ) in the Eq. (2.15) is known as the innovation sequence [14]. By feedback
of the innovation sequence multiplied by the Kalman gain to the a priori state estimate xˆ−k , the
a posteriori state estimate xˆ+k will be the estimate of x which minimizes the sum of the squared
state estimation error expressed in Eq. (2.14). The expectation and the covariance of the
innovation sequence are known as [44]
E[yk − Hk xˆ−k ] = 0, (2.16)
E
[




k + Rk. (2.17)
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2.2.3 Innovation Sequence in the Presence of Drift in Measurements
To derive the expectation of the innovation sequence in the presence of drift in measurements,
a modification to the measurement equation has to be made first and the corresponding a priori
estimation error can be derived subsequently. While identifying the causes and rectifying drift
are important in their own rights, the focus of the current thesis is to detect the existence of
such drift and to estimate the size of them so that corrective actions can be initiated, such as
scheduling maintenance. In the current analysis, it is assumed that the measured sensor outputs
deviate from the real process variables in a ramp manner with a rate of α. The measurement of
Eq. (2.2) becomes
yDk = Hkxk + α · k + νk. (2.18)
Using yDk , the innovation sequence (yk − Hk xˆ−k ) becomes
yDk − Hk xˆ−k = Hk(xk − xˆ−k ) + α · k + νk. (2.19)
Subsequently, its expectation, E(yk − Hk xˆ−k ) changes from zero shown in Eq. (2.16) to
E[yDk − Hk xˆ−k ] = HkE[xk − xˆ−k ] + α · k + E[νk]. (2.20)
In the case of E(νk) = 0,
E[yDk − Hk xˆ−k ] = HkE[xk − xˆ−k ] + α · k. (2.21)
To calculate the expectation of the innovation sequence in this case, the expectation of the
a priori estimation error (xk − xˆ−k ) should be evaluated first.
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2.2.4 A Priori Estimation Error in the Presence of Drift
The a priori estimate xˆ−k of Eq. (2.11) can be advanced by one step
xˆ−k+1 = Fk xˆ
+
k + Gkuk. (2.22)
Inserting xˆ+k in Eq. (2.15) to Eq. (2.5) and replacing yk with y
D
k leads to
xˆ−k+1 = Fk(I − KkHk)xˆ−k + FkKkyDk + Gkuk. (2.23)
Replacing yDk in Eq. (2.23) with the right hand side of Eq. (2.18) leads to
xˆ−k+1 = Fk(I − KkHk)xˆ−k + FkKkHkxk + FkKk(α · k + νk) + Gkuk. (2.24)
By advancing the time index by one on xk in Eq. (2.1) becomes
xk+1 = Fkxk + Gkuk + wk. (2.25)
Then, the a priori estimation error (xk+1 − xˆ−k+1) can be derived by subtracting Eq. (2.24)
from Eq. (2.25) as follows.
xk+1 − xˆ−k+1 = Fk(I − KkHk)(xk − xˆ−k ) + wk − FkKk(α · k + νk). (2.26)
2.2.5 Expectation of the Innovation Sequence in the Presence of Drift
The expectation of the a priori estimation error (xk+1 − xˆ−k+1) in Eq. (2.26) can be shown as
E[xk+1 − xˆ−k+1] = Fk(I − KkHk)E[(xk − xˆ−k )] + E[wk] − FkKk(α · k) − FkKkE[νk]. (2.27)
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With the assumption of E[wk] = 0, and E[νk] = 0, Eq. (2.27) can be simplified as
E[xk+1 − xˆ−k+1] = Fk(I − KkHk)E[(xk − xˆ−k )] − FkKk(α · k). (2.28)
Let’s define
φk = Fk(I − KkHk), (2.29)
and the state transition matrix
ψk,i =

φk−1φk−2 . . . φi, ∀k > i,
I, ∀k = i.
(2.30)
Then,





−F jK j(α · j)
}
. (2.31)
If the initial E[xˆ−i ] is set to be
E[xˆ−i ] = E[xi] (2.32)
Subsequently,





−F jK j(α · j)
}
. (2.33)
Inserting E[xk − xˆ−k ] in Eq. (2.33) to E[yDk − Hk xˆ−k ] in Eq. (2.21) gives





−F jK j(α · j)
} + α · k. (2.34)
As the sequence of xˆ−k can be obtained using the known system matrices, the input sequence,
and the output measurements using Eq.(2.11), once the measurement sequence yk is available,
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the innovation sequence (yDk − Hk xˆ−k ) can be calculated. To detect potential drift, one can
perform a statistical test on the mean of the innovation sequence. If the mean is no longer zero,
one can suspect that a drift has occurred based on Eq. (2.34). Subsequently, the Kalman filter
can be reconfigured to estimate the drift rate as is described in the next section.
2.3 Estimation of the Drift Rate by a Kalman Filter
2.3.1 Augmentation of the Drift Rate into System Model
Let’s assume that the drift state hidden in the measurements can be modeled by a time invariant
parameter αk as
αk+1 = αk (2.35)
The measurement equation then becomes
yDk = Hkxk + k · αk + νk, (2.36)
yDk = [Hk k]
xkαk





k + νk. (2.38)
The state vector xk of the original system model in Eq. (2.1) can be augmented by including

































 , where wDk ∼ N(0,QDk ), (2.44)
E[wDk w
DT






T  = QDk δk− j, (2.45)
and
E[vkwDTj ] = 0. (2.46)






























































k − HDk xˆD−k ). (2.52)
4. Covariance update
PD+k = (I − KDk HDk )PD−k (I − KDk HDk )T + KDk RDk KDTk . (2.53)
2.3.2 Expectation of the Innovations with the Augmented Kalman Filter
The innovation sequence with drift in measurements can be written using Eq. (2.38),
(yDk − HDk xˆD−k ) = HDk (xDk − xˆD−k ) + νk. (2.54)
The expectation of the innovation sequence becomes
E[yDk − HDk xˆD−k ] = HDk E[(xDk − xˆD−k )] + E[νk]. (2.55)
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For zero mean measurement noise E[νk] = 0,
E[yDk − HDk xˆD−k ] = HDk E[(xDk − xˆD−k )]. (2.56)
To calculate the expectation of the innovations in the drift case, the expectation of the a priori
estimation error (xDk − xˆD−k ) has to be calculated first as given in the next section.
2.3.3 A Priori Estimation Error after the Augmentation








Replacing xˆD+k+1 in Eq. (2.57) with the right hand side of Eq. (2.52) leads to
xˆD−k+1 = F
D
k (I − KDk HDk )xˆD−k + FDk KDk yDk + GDk uk. (2.58)
Replacing yDk in Eq. (2.58) with the right hand side of Eq. (2.38) gives
xˆD−k+1 = F
D
k (I − KDk HDk )xˆD−k + FDk KDk HDk xDk + FDk KDk νk + Gkuk. (2.59)
The a priori estimation error (xDk+1 − xˆD−k+1) can then be derived using xDk+1 in Eq. (2.40) and in
Eq. (2.59) as shown in the following.
xDk+1 − xˆD−k+1 = FDk (I − KDk HDk )(xDk − xˆD−k ) + wDk − FDk KDk νk. (2.60)
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2.3.4 Calculation of the Expectation of the Innovation Sequence
The expectation of the a priori estimation error can be written using Eq. (2.60),
E[xDk+1 − xˆD−k+1] = FDk (I − KDk HDk )E[(xDk − xˆD−k )] + E[wDk ] − FDk KDk E[νk]. (2.61)
Inserting E[wDk ] = 0 and E[νk] = 0 into Eq. (2.61), one has




k (I − KDk HDk ), (2.63)





k−2 . . . φ
D
i , ∀k > i,
I, ∀k = i.
(2.64)
Then,
E[xDk − xˆD−k ] = ψDk,iE[xDi − xˆD−i ]. (2.65)
In case of setting the initial E[xˆ−i ] as




E[xDk − xˆD−k ] = 0 (2.67)
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Inserting Eq. (2.65) to Eq. (2.56) gives
E[yDk − HDk xˆD−k ] = HDk ψDk,iE[xDi − xˆD−i ]. (2.68)
Furthermore, under the assumption that E[xD−i ] = E[xi],
E[yDk − HDk xˆD−k ] = 0. (2.69)
Eq. (2.69) indicates that the expectation of the innovation sequence will again be zero with the
drift parameter embedded in the augmented system model in Eq. (2.39). This means that the
drift in the measurement is captured as a part of system states which can be estimated using the
augmented system model.
2.4 Steady State Covariance of the Innovations
Eq. (2.16) and Eq. (2.17) show the mean and the variance of the innovation sequence proved
by Kailath [44]. If the system is time invariant, the steady state covariance of (yk − Hk xˆ−k ) can
be calculated by evaluating the steady state value of a priori estimation error, P−k . This section
provides a method for evaluation of the steady state covariance of (yk − Hk xˆ−k ) by following
Hamiltonian approach introduced by Vaughan [16].
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2.4.1 Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation
With the assumption of a time invariant system, a “one step a priori error covariance” which




T − FP−k HT (HP−k HT + R)−1HP−k FT + Q (2.70)









T − FP−∞HT (HP−∞HT + R)−1HP−∞FT + Q (2.71)
Eq. (2.71) is a Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE). There are systems for which the
Riccati equation (and hence the Kalman gain) does not converge to a steady state value. Fur-
thermore, it may converge to different steady state values depending on the initial condition P0.
The convergence issue comprises a rich field of study that has been reported widely [43]. Let
us define first what it means for a system to be stabilizable and detectable, then the convergence
condition of the DARE using the definitions.
1. Stabilizable: If a system is controllable or stable, then it is also stabilizable. If a system
is uncontrollable or unstable, then it is stabilizable if its uncontrollable modes are stable.
2. Detectable: If a system is observable or stable, then it is also detectable. If a system is
unobservable or unstable, then it is detectable if its unobservable modes are stable.
The DARE has a unique positive semidefinite solution if and only if both of the following
conditions hold [45] [46] [47].
1. (F,H) is detectable.
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2. (F,G) is stabilizable.
2.4.2 Hamiltonian Approach for a Solution to the DARE
The Hamiltonian approach introduced by Vaughan [16] can be followed to obtain the steady
state value for covariance, P∞ of the DARE. The definitions for a Hamiltonian matrix and a
symplectic matrix are first provided followed by a theorem for finding a steady state value of
the covariance of the innovations.
2.4.2.1 Hamiltonian Matrix
A Hamiltonian matrix, H is any real 2n × 2n matrix that satisfies the condition that JH is
symmetric, where J is the skew symmetric matrix (a square matrix whose transpose is also its
negative) formed of
J =
 0 In−In 0
 , (2.72)
where In is the n× n identity matrix. Note that J has determinant ”1” and has an inverse given
by J−1 = JT = −J . In other words,H is a Hamiltonian matrix if and only if
JH = (JH)T = HTJT (Symmetric Condition), (2.73a)
JH −HTJT = 0, (2.73b)
JH +HTJ = 0 (From JT = −J), (2.73c)
JH −HTJT = JH +HTJ = 0 (2.73d)
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2.4.2.2 Symplectic Matrix
A symplectic matrix,M is a (2n×2n) either real or complex matrix which satisfies the condition
MT ΩM = Ω. (2.74)
Every symplectic matrix is invertible with the inverse matrix given by
M−1 = Ω−1MT Ω. (2.75)
Typically Ω is chosen to be J , then
M−1 = J−1MTJ . (2.76)
Symplectic matrices have the following properties.
1. None of the eigenvalues of a symplectic matrix are equal to 0.
2. If λ is an eigenvalue of a symplectic matrix, then so is 1/λ .
3. The determinant of a symplectic matrix is equal to ±1.
If a symplectic matrix does not have any eigenvalues with magnitude equal to one, then half of
its eigenvalues will be outside the unit circle, and the other half will be inside the unit circle.
Then, the steady state value of the P∞ can be obtained following a method provided by Vaughan
[16] as shown in the next section.
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2.4.2.3 A Solution to the DARE
Let the symplectic matrixM from Eq. (2.71) be formed as
M =
 F
−T F−T HT R−1H
QF−T F + QF−T HT R−1H
 , (2.77)
and Λ represent the diagonal matrix that contains all the eigenvalues ofM that are outside the
unit circle (assuming that none of the eigenvalues are on the unit circle). Let the Jordan form










Then, the steady state value for P∞ of the DARE of Eq. (2.71) is
P∞ = Ψ22Ψ−112 . (2.80)
2.4.3 A Solution to the Steady State Covariance of the Innovations
Eq. (2.77) through Eq. (2.80) show how a steady-state solution to P∞ can be evaluated from the
unstable eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the symplectic matrix. The method is analogous to the
method of finding the steady-state solution to the continuous Riccati equation as reported by
McFarlane [48], Potter [49], and O’Donnell [50]. Then, a steady state value for the covariance
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of the innovations, IS S can be written using Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.80)
IS S = HΨ22Ψ−112 H
T + R. (2.81)
2.5 Summary
To generate residuals to be insensitive to the control signals but sensitive to the drift, a Kalman
filter approach is taken in this research. The innovation sequence of (yk − Hk xˆ−k ) in Eq. (2.15)
processed by a Kalman filter can be used as the residuals for detection of the drift. To process
the residuals using the statistical change detection algorithms, the statistical properties of the
innovation sequence need to be identified. The expectation and the covariance of the innovation
sequence in a drift-free environment are derived by Kailath [44] as in Eq. (2.16) and Eq. (2.17).
The change in the mean of the innovation sequence caused by the measurement drift needs
to be identified as well for detection of the drift. Hence, the mean of the innovation sequence
in a drift environment is derived as in Eq. (2.34) in this research. An alternative method using
augmented system matrices for processing by a Kalman filter is proposed in Section 2.3 to
estimate the mean of the innovation process in a drift environment.
The Hamiltonian approach is reviewed in Section 2.4 for evaluation of the steady state
covariance of the innovation sequence. A solution to the Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation
(DARE) of the covariance matrix of the innovation sequence of a time invariant system is inves-
tigated. Finally, Eq. (2.81) is derived for the steady state covariance of the innovation sequence.
The steady state covariance of the innovation sequence is used in Ch. 5 in demonstration of the
drift detection algorithm using a pressurizer model.
The information of the statistical properties obtained by the methods presented in this chap-
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ter enables for the statistical change detection algorithms presented in Ch. 3 to detect the
existence of the drift in the measurements in a statistical way.
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Chapter 3
Statistical Change Detection Algorithms
To determine the sensor drift by statistical methods, the change detection algorithms[12][13]
can be combined with the techniques of the residual generation described in Ch. 2. Even
if the residual is properly generated sensitive to the drift, each change detection algorithm
can determine the change with different delays and requires different conditions. Hence, the
statistical change detection algorithms in the literature are surveyed in Section 3.1.
A new algorithm developed under this study for detection of a change in the mean of a
white Gaussian noise process is presented in Section 3.2. To investigate the performance of
this new algorithm, the analytical solution of the mean delay for detection of the change is also
derived and presented in Section 3.2.
The mean delay of the new algorithm is compared with those of the exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA) control chart, the cumulative sum (CUSUM) control chart, and the
generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) in Section 3.3. The Average Run Length (ARL) func-
tion of each algorithm is numerically evaluated to compare their mean delays. The results of
the simulation study using a pressurizer model of a CANDU R© nuclear power plant are also
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provided in Ch. 5. The overall results of the comparison study are discussed in Ch. 5 as well.
The comparison of the ARLs shows that the newly developed method results in the shortest
detection delay.
3.1 Change Detection Algorithms in the Literature
Control charts, also known as Shewhart control charts, can be used to determine whether drift
in the measurements exists based on a sufficiently large number of measurements. A major
disadvantage of the Shewhart control charts is that the charts use only the information about the
process contained in the last measurement and ignore any information provided by the entire
sequence of measurements. This potentially makes the Shewhart control charts less useful in
detecting drift that do not typically result in large variations.
To utilize the accumulated information obtained from all measurements, a Sequential Prob-
ability Ratio Test (SPRT) formulated by Wald[51], or a CUmulative SUM (CUSUM) control
chart, proposed by Page[18], can be used for detection of the change caused by the measure-
ment drift. The approaches of the SPRTs and CUSUM control charts use the likelihood ratio in
their decision functions. A type I error occurs when one rejects the null hypothesis when it is
true. A type II error occurs when one rejects the alternative hypothesis (fails to reject the null
hypothesis) when the alternative hypothesis is true. When using the likelihood ratio, the error
probabilities (Type I, Type II) cannot be exactly stated with respect to the decision criteria. The
error probabilities can only be defined by the upper limit in the approaches of the likelihood
ratio test. Furthermore, the SPRTs and CUSUM tests can only be optimal in the case where
distributions are completely known before and after the change, which is not the case in detec-
tion of the drift where the change magnitude (the rate of the measurement drift) is usually not
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known.
In the case of unknown change magnitude, a Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT)
can also be considered[19][52]. In the GLRT, the unknown change magnitude is estimated by
the maximum likelihood method, and then the estimate is used in the likelihood ratio test. By
using the likelihood ratio, the GLR test cannot state the exact error probabilities with respect
to the decision criteria either.
The Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) method introduced by Roberts [17]
can be viewed as an alternative to the Shewhart control chart for detecting small changes. As a
means of assessing performance of the change detection algorithms, Page defined the Average
Run Length (ARL) as the expected number of samples taken before a decision is made [18].
To achieve optimal results, the EWMA control chart requires information about the optimal
weight which can be obtained from the ARL of the chart. When the EWMA control chart is
properly tuned with the optimal weight, the performance measured by the ARL of the EWMA
control chart can be approximately equivalent to that of the CUSUM test. As with the CUSUM,
the EWMA is typically used with individual observations while the Shewhart control charts use
a collection of observations at each decision step.
Each change detection algorithm can be defined using a decision function and a stopping
rule. The decision function of each change detection algorithm is a function of the measure-
ment taken at each time step. The stopping rule of each change detection algorithm compares
the realization of the decision function at each time step with the decision criterion to determine
whether a change has happened in the sequence of the measurements statistically. This section
summarizes the formulation of the decision functions and the stopping rules of the change de-
tection algorithms. The formulation of the ARL functions of the change detection algorithms
are briefly reviewed in the following sections as well.
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The common notations used in this chapter are as follows:
• Xi: The measurement taken at each time (i = 1, 2, . . .).
• T : The time of the detection of the change by a change detection algorithm.
• gi: The decision function.
• L(z): The ARL function when the decision function starts from z.
• µ0: The mean of the measurement sequence before a change.
• µ1: The mean of the measurement sequence after the change.
• Pµ(X): The Probability Density Function (PDF) of the measurement Xi, where µ is the
mean of the measurements.
3.1.1 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average Control Charts
3.1.1.1 Decision Function of the EWMA Control Chart
The exponentially weighted moving average, Qi can be written as
Q0 = µ0, (3.1)
Qi = (1 − λ)Qi−1 + λXi, (3.2)
where λ, (0 < λ ≤ 1) is a weight constant. The decision function of the EWMA control chart
can be written as
gEWMAi = |Qi|. (3.3)
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Then, the detection time, T of the EWMA control chart can be written as
TEWMA = min{i : gEWMAi ≥ hE}, (3.4)
where hE is a critical value satisfying the requirement of the mean time between false alarms.
3.1.1.2 Average Run Length Function of the EWMA Control Chart
To use the EWMA control chart for detection of a change, the weight constant λ should be
decided before the calculation of the decision function. The optimal λ which brings fewer
observations for detection of the change can be found by checking the average run length of
the EWMA control chart. When the measurements Xi’s are assumed to be i.i.d. with µ = 0,
σ2 = 1, and from a probability distribution function of f (·), the ARL function given that the
EWMA starts with Q0 = z can be written as











The ARL function of the EWMA is in the form of a Fredholm integral [53]. A numerical
procedure for the tabulation of the ARL’s of the EWMA chart is presented by Robinson and
Ho[20]. Crowder[54] presented a procedure for calculation of the moments of the ARL’s of
the EWMA control chart using a system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) with the method
of Gaussian quadrature. To compare the performance of the EWMA control chart with those
of other algorithms, the ARLs of the EWMA control chart for some change magnitudes are
evaluated using the SLAE and Gaussian quadrature with respect to λ and the optimal λ’s for
the change magnitudes are presented in Section 3.3.
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3.1.2 CUSUM Control Charts
3.1.2.1 Decision Function of the CUSUM Control Chart










Then, the decision function of the CUSUM control chart can be written as





Then, the detection time, T of the CUSUM control chart can be written as
TCUS UM = min {i : gCUS UMi ≥ hC}, (3.10)
where hC is a chosen critical value for the CUSUM.
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3.1.2.2 ARL Function of the CUSUM Control Chart
Given that the CUSUM starts with s1 = z, the operating characteristic function of the CUSUM







P(x) · f {x − z} dx, (0 ≤ z ≤ hC) (3.11)
The Average Sample Numbers (ASN) of the CUSUM can be derived to
N(z)CUS UM = 1 +
∫ hC
0
N(x) f (x − z)dx, (0 ≤ z ≤ hC). (3.12)
Given that the CUSUM starts with s1 = 0, the ARL as shown by Page[18] can be written as
L(0)CUS UM =
N(0)
1 − P(0) (3.13)
The Fredholm integral equations in Eq. (3.11)-(3.12) can be solved by an iterative method[18]
or by the SLAE as shown by Goel and Wu[21]. The ARLs of CUSUM control chart for some
change magnitudes are evaluated using the SLAE and Gaussian quadrature are compared with
those of other change detection algorithms in Section 3.3.
3.1.3 Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test
3.1.3.1 Decision Function of the GLRT
GLRT estimates the unknown change time and the unknown mean (µ1) by the maximum likeli-
hood method. The conditions on the probability density functions of the double maximization
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are presented by Lorden[55]. The decision function of the GLRT can be written as




If a minimum change magnitude (νm) in the mean can be decided, the decision function of the
GLRT can be written as




Then, the detection time, T of the GLRT can be written as
TGLRT = min {i : gGLRTi ≥ hG}, (3.16)
where hG is a chosen critical value for the GLRT.
3.1.3.2 ARL Function of the GLRT
The upper bound of the ARL of the GLRT for the Koopman-Darmois exponential family of
probability densities can be calculated by following procedures presented by Basseville and
Nikiforov[12]. The Koopman-Darmois exponential family of probability densities can be ex-
pressed as
pθ(y) = eθT (y)−d(θ)h(y), (3.17)
where T (y) is a sufficient statistic of the distribution, θ is the natural parameter, and d(θ) is






1 + 1/K(θ, θ0)
]2 . (3.18)
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then, the mean time between false alarm of the GLRT is such that
TGLRT ≥ α−1, (3.19)
and the ARL of the GLRT, LGLRT satisfies












where K(θ, θ0) is the Kullback information between the probability density fθ and fθ0 . The
upper bounds of the ARL of the GLRT for some change magnitudes are calculated using Eq.
(3.20) and compared with the ARLs of other change detection algorithms.
3.2 Standardized Sum of the Innovation Test
Under the condition of a white Gaussian noise process, a statistical test method for detection of
the change in the mean of the process is proposed in this section. The process under consider-
ation is assumed to change in the mean after unknown change time. The goal of the proposed
method is for detection of the change statistically with shortest possible delay. Many change
detection algorithms introduced in the previous section can be used herein; however, the pro-
posed method can provide shortest delay in detection of the change under the condition of
the same Type I error probability (probability of decision of the change even though the true
process is unchanged).
The innovation process of a given stochastic process can be defined as a white Gaussian
noise (WGN) process in the context of detection and estimation theory[14]. The proposed
method assumes that the innovation process changes in the mean under the abnormal condition.
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The decision function of the proposed method searches backward for the maximum of the
standardized sum of the previous i, (i = 0, 1, . . . ,W) innovations at each sampling instant,
where W is a size of the moving window. Hence, the method is referred as the Standardized
Sum of the Innovations Test (SSIT). The statistical property of the decision function is derived
to set the decision threshold statistically. A method for calculation of the mean delay and for
decision of the size of the moving window of the SSIT is also provided in the form of theorems
in this section.
3.2.1 Decision Function and Stopping Rule of the SSIT
The decision function of the SSIT searches backward for the maximum of the sum of the
statistic of the SSIT from the current to the initial innovation. The signal generation scheme of
the SSIT statistics from the innovation sequence can be illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
The mean and the variance of the decision function need to be derived for establishing the
threshold of the stopping rule statistically. The variables are defined firstly, then, the derivation
of the decision function and the stopping rule follows.
Let X j, ( j = 1, 2, . . .) be an i.i.d. distributed Gaussian random variable representing the
innovations at each time j, i.e.
X j ∼ N(0, σ2). (3.21)
















Figure 3.1: Generation of the backward standardized sum
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E[X j−k] = 0. (3.23)







Var[X j−k] = (i + 1)σ2, (3.24)
and the distribution of Zij follows to
Zij ∼ N(0, (i + 1)σ2). (3.25)










The expectation of S ij becomes
E[S ij] = E
 Zij√
(i + 1)σ
 = ∑k=ik=0 E[X j−k]√
(i + 1)σ
= 0. (3.27)




2 Var  k=i∑
k=0
X j−k
 = (i + 1)σ2(i + 1)σ2 = 1. (3.28)
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and the distribution of S ij follows to
S ij ∼ N(0, 1). (3.29)
The decision function of the SSIT is defined as






The stopping rule of the SSIT is defined as
ta = min
{
j : g j ≥ h
}
, (3.31)
where h is a chosen threshold which can be decided by the expression (3.29). The reason for
the decision function searching backward for the maximum of the statistic from the current to
the first observation is explained by theorems stated in the next sections.
3.2.2 Properties of the SSIT
3.2.2.1 Decision Function of the SSIT under a Changed Condition
The effect of a change in the mean of the innovation sequence on the decision function of the
SSIT is investigated in this section. The backward search for the maximum of the decision
function by the SSIT is based on the assumptions: 1) the change has already happened before
the current innovation; 2) however, enough observations of the innovations have not been col-
lected for detecting the change with certain statistical confidence. With the assumptions, the
mean and the variance of the decision function of the SSIT affected by the changed innovations
are shown to illuminate the property of the decision algorithm by the SSIT.
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Let XD, j, ( j = 1, 2, . . .) be a sequence of an i.i.d. distributed Gaussian random variables, i.e.
XD, j ∼ N(µD, σ2). (3.32)






The expectation of ZiD, j becomes






E[XD, j−k] = (i + 1)µD. (3.34)
The variance of ZiD, j becomes






Var[XD, j−k] = (i + 1)σ2, (3.35)
and the distribution of ZiD, j follows to
ZiD, j ∼ N((i + 1)µD, (i + 1)σ2). (3.36)
Let S iD, j denote for









The expectation of S iD, j becomes
E[S iD, j] = E
∑k=ik=0 XD, j−k√
(i + 1)σ











The variance of S iD, j becomes









 = (i + 1)σ2(i + 1)σ2 = 1, (3.39)
and the distribution of S iD, j follows to







Eq. (3.38) shows how the change in the measurement alters the decision function as the sum-
mation index i increases. Under the unchanged condition, the expectation of S ij is zero as
shown in Eq. (3.27), however, under the changed condition the magnitude of the decision
function increases as the summation goes further backward as it can be seen in Eq. (3.38).
The information preserved in the previous observations from the change time propagates to the
decision function by accumulating the information through Eq. (3.38).
3.2.2.2 Decision Function of the SSIT under the Mixture of the Changed and Unchanged
Conditions
This section examines the effect of the unknown change time on the decision function of the
SSIT. The expectation of the decision function is derived based on the assumption of the mix-
ture of the changed and unchanged observations. The changes in the expectation of the test
statistics of the SSIT under the mixed condition are illustrated in Fig.3.2.
The interesting questions regarding the behaviors of the decision function of the SSIT are:
































































Figure 3.2: The change in the expectation of the test statistics of the SSIT
2. How long the detection delay will be for the changes under the mixture condition?
To answer these questions, this section states theorems and the proofs first and then provides
answers and foundation for the decision function of the SSIT. Discussions about the theorems
in connection with the practical application of the SSIT are also provided.
Theorem 1
Let t0 denote as the onset of change. If the change occurred at the previous lth innovation from
the current jth innovation with the change magnitude µ1 > 0, then the change time can be
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represented as
t0 = j − l. (3.41)
Then for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , j − 1, the expectation of the statistic S ij under the condition of Eq.
(3.41) is









σ , for i ≤ l.
(3.42)
Proof
When the change time is (t0 = j − l), then, for i ≤ l,












For i > l,












Eq. (3.44) and Eq. (3.46) prove Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2




















and for i = l + 1






Subtracting Eq. (3.49) from Eq. (3.48) gives

















which holds for all i > l. For i = l − 1, from Eq. (3.42)







Subtracting Eq. (3.41) from Eq. (3.48) gives
















which holds for all i ≤ l. Inequality (3.50) and (3.52) prove Theorem 2.
Theorem 3
Let τd denote the mean delay for detection of the change by the SSIT. If the decision threshold






− 1, for h ≥ µ1
σ
. (3.53)
If the excess over the threshold is always S τdj − h = 0, then the equality holds in the inequality
(3.53).
Proof
Let gτdj denote the decision function at time j which satisfies
gτdj ≥ h. (3.54)
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From Theorem 2, the expectation of the decision function for τd can be expressed as
E[gτdj ] = E[S
i=τd
j ] =
 τd + 1√τd + 1 µ1σ
 ≥ h, (3.55)
which reduces to the inequality (3.53). The condition of the decision threshold of the inequality
is derived from the limitation of τd ≥ 0. Theorem 2 states that the maximum of the decision
function is acquired by summation of the innovations from the current to the change point if a
change has occurred in the measurements. The reason for the decision function searching for
the maximum of the summation in Eq. (3.30) and the stopping time in Eq. (3.31) of the SSIT
is based on Theorem 2.
In case that the maximum is not enough for crossing the threshold as the true change magni-
tude is small, the change information started from the change point carries over to the decision
function and accumulates until the maximum hits the threshold. The change time can be esti-
mated by checking the index i at observation time j when the maximum crosses the threshold
based on Theorem 2.
Under the usual fault-free condition, the backward search by the SSIT continues most of
the time to the first observation of the measurement unless a Type I error has happened. If
a method for resetting the search process chosen properly is not provided, the search will
continue indefinitely as the measurement process continues. The reasonable question is how
far the search process should go backward and what the proper point is for stopping the search.
Theorem 3 provides a guide to cope with the issue by providing the mean delay for detection
as a function of the change magnitude (µ1), the standard deviation, and the decision threshold.
Once the detection target of the minimum change magnitude (µ1) is determined, the minimum
length of the backward search (the moving window size) can be decided by Theorem 3.
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Table 3.1: Parameter values for comparison of the algorithms
Symbol Quantity Value
µ0 The mean before change 0
µ1 The mean after change (0.008), (0.01), (0.012), (0.014),
(0.016), (0.018)
σ0 The variance before and after change 0.01
hS S IT The upper threshold of the SSIT 4.5
α0 Type I error probability 1 − Φ(hS S IT ) = 3.3976 × 10−6
β0 Type II error probability 0
Further discussions on the mean delay follow in the next section by comparison of the mean
delay calculated by Theorem 3 with the mean delay through simulations.
3.3 Comparison of the SSIT, EWMA, and CUSUM
The mean delay for detection of a change can be considered as a factor for measuring the
performance of each change detection algorithm. The ARL function of a change detection al-
gorithm evaluated at each change magnitude gives the mean delay for detection of the change.
This section compares the mean delays in SSIT, EWMA and CUSUM control chart. In the
comparison, the mean delays are evaluated for six change magnitudes in two ways: 1) by eval-
uation of the ARL functions, 2) by simulations. The parameters used for the comparison are
listed in Table 3.1. The comparison of the mean delay by the evaluation of the ARL functions
is provided in this section. The results of the simulations are presented in Ch. 5.
3.3.1 Mean Delay of the SSIT
The lower bound of the mean delay given by the inequality (3.53) is evaluated using the pa-
rameter values listed in Table 3.1. Fig.3.3 shows the lower bound of the mean delay for the
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Figure 3.3: Lower bound of the mean delay by the SSIT
thresholds hS S IT of the SSIT with respect to the change magnitudes µ1. As can be seen, a
higher threshold which brings less Type I error probability requires more samples to detect the
change. A smaller change magnitude also requires more samples for decision of the change
under the same error probability than a larger change magnitude. The mean delays by sim-
ulations are compared with the lower bound in Section 3.3.2 to check the consistency of the
mean delay. The mean delays calculated with hS S IT = 4.5 that brings Type I error probability
of α0 = 1 − Φ(hS S IT ) = 3.3976 × 10−6 are compared with those of other change detection
algorithms in the following sections.
3.3.2 Mean Delay of the EWMA
The asymptotic standard deviation of the EWMA, σE can be written by following [17] as
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σE =
√ λ2 − λ
σ0, (3.56)
where λ is a chosen weight constant. Then, the threshold of the EWMA control chart, hE which
gives the same Type I error probability of the SSIT can be determined as
hE = hS S ITσE. (3.57)
To use the EWMA control chart for detecting the change, the weight constant λ should be
decided before the calculation of the decision function. The optimal λ which brings the least
observations for detection of the change can be found by checking the ARL of the EWMA
control chart. The ARL function given in Eq. (3.5) of the EWMA is in the form of a Fredholm
integral. A numerical procedure for tabulation of the ARL’s of the EWMA chart is presented
in [20]. A procedure for calculation of the moments of the ARL’s of the EWMA control chart
using a system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) with the method of Gaussian quadrature
[25] is presented in [54]. The ARL property is further studied by representing the EWMA
statistics as a continuous state Markov chain in [56].
The ARLs of the EWMA control chart for the change magnitudes are evaluated using
the SLAE and Gaussian quadrature with respect to λ in this section. The optimal λ’s for the
change magnitudes are searched and listed on Table3.2. The ARLs evaluated using Eq. (3.5)
with respect to 9 different weights for the change magnitude µ1 = 0.01 is shown in Fig.3.4.
Fig.3.4 shows that the minimum ARL of 17.39 for the change magnitude can be obtained by
the optimal weight of λ = 0.09. The mean delays evaluated with each optimal λ for 6 different
change magnitudes are listed in Table3.2. Fig.3.5 shows the mean delay of the EWMA along
with the lower bound of the mean delay of the SSIT calculated using the inequality (33).
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ARL of EWMA for ( /  = 1.2, hE = 4.5E)
( / ) = 1.2
min(ARL) = 17.3927
min(ARL) = 0.09
Figure 3.4: Optimal λ for the EWMA
Table 3.2: Comparison of the mean delay by calculations (Unit: Samples)
µ1 SSITa EWMA (λ) CUSUM
(Lower Bound)
0.008 30.6406 37.2774 (0.04) 38.1370
0.010 19.2500 24.4761 (0.06) 25.5566
0.012 13.0625 17.3927 (0.09) 18.2027
0.014 9.3316 13.0659 (0.11) 13.5982
0.016 6.9102 10.2325 (0.14) 10.5473
0.018 5.2500 8.2697 (0.17) 8.4323
aα0 = 1 − Φ(hS S IT ) = 3.3976 × 10−6
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Comparison of d, (0  = 3.3977e-06)
 
 
CUSUM (hC = Upper Bound)
EWMA (with Optimal )
SSIT (Lower Bound)
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the mean delay
3.3.3 Mean Delay of the CUSUM







where α0 and β0 can be substituted with the parameter values from Table3.1.
The Fredholm integral equations in Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12) can be solved by the iterative
method[18] or by the SLAE as shown in [21]. An approximation method for the ARL which
is called corrected diffusion approximations is provided in [57]. Other method for the design
of the CUSUM chart can also be found in [58].
The ARLs of the CUSUM control chart for the change magnitudes are evaluated by the
SLAE and Gaussian quadrature. Fig. 3.5 compares the mean delay by the evaluations of Eq.
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(3.13) with that of the EWMA and SSIT.
3.4 Summary
To show the the mean delay of each change detection algorithms, Eq. (3.5) for the EWMA,
Eq. (3.13) for the CUSUM, the inequality (3.53) for the SSIT are evaluated and plotted for 6
different changes in Fig. 3.5.
The SSIT, a new algorithm developed under this study detects the change with the shortest
delay among the algorithms as it can be seen in Fig. 3.5. However, the SSIT can be used only
for white Gaussian noise (WGN) process. The Type II error probability of the SSIT cannot be
stated for the decision of a change.
In the evaluation, the EWMA are configured with the optimal weight (λ) for the changes
and the CUSUM is configured with the matched changes. The upper bound of the CUSUM,
hC, is used for the evaluations that causes non-optimal results for the CUSUM compared to the
EWMA. For a fair comparison, the upper bound of the CUSUM used in this chapter should be
exactly decided with respect to the Type I and II error probabilities. However, the threshold of
the CUSUM with respect to the error probabilities is not exactly known.
The mean delays from evaluation of the ARL functions are used in comparison study in
Ch. 5 after deriving a Kalman filter model for a pressurizer of a CANDU R© NPP.
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Chapter 4
Modeling and Simulation of a Pressurizer
For application of the model based algorithms for fault detection to a particular system, the
model of the system should be constructed and adjusted to track the outputs of the real system.
The model construction is an application specific process. An example of the modeling process
is demonstrated in this chapter.
The models for two distinguished regions (vapor, liquid) of the pressurizer of a CANDU R©
nuclear power plant are developed from the first principles under the study. The analytic models
of the pressurizer in the form of non-linear differential equations are established in Section 4.1.
To evaluate the analytic models, the derivative functions of the water property should be
calculated. Section 4.2 provides a method developed under the study for calculation of the
derivative functions using IAPWS-97 [23].
The non-linear models are linearized and discretized and the linearized errors are analyzed
in Section 4.3.1. For verification of the developed models, the responses of the analytic models
to control inputs are compared with those of the CATHENA model in Section 4.3.2.
The verification study shows that the responses from models matches well in the pres-
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surizer normal operation region. The linearized pressurizer models are then used in Ch.5 for
demonstration of the drift detection mechanisms.
4.1 Analytic Models of the Pressurizer
For development of the pressurizer model, the design and governing mechanisms of the pro-
cess variables of the Primary Heat Transport(PHT) system and the Pressure and Inventory
Control(PIC) system of the CANDU R© nuclear power plant are reviewed. The design features
and methods of controlling the PHT system are reviewed and summarized in Section 4.1.1.
The derivation procedure of the pressurizer model is provided in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1 Design Features of the Primary Heat Transport System
The primary heat transport system of the CANDU R© plant is arranged in two closed circuits
which are interconnected at several points. A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 4.1. PHT
pumps circulate pressurized heavy water (D2O) coolant through the fuel channels to remove the
heat produced by fission. The heat is transported to steam generators to heat up the light water
(H2O) to generate steam to drive the turbine generators. The major components of the primary
heat transport system are 380 reactor fuel channels; four vertical steam generators; four motor
driven pumps; four reactor inlet headers; four reactor outlet headers and inter-connecting pip-
ing. The pressurizer which is connected to the one end of the reactor outlet headers stores the
PHT system swell from the ‘zero power hot’ state to the ‘full power’ state without net bleed
from the PHT circuit. The storage of the PHT swell in the pressurizer minimizes rapid pres-
sure reduction in the PHT system and prevents the PHT pump suction pressure from dropping
to a value that would cause cavitation in the PHT pump under various abnormal transients.
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The pressurizer is the primary means of pressure control for the main heat transport system.
Accuracy in pressure measurements is essential to achieve the designed functionalities of the






















Figure 4.1: Primary heat transport system of a CANDU R© plant
4.1.1.1 Pressure and Inventory
The heat transport system operating temperature, pressure, and channel flow rate are designed
to minimize costs and to maximize power output. To obtain an increase in turbine steam
pressure at the designed parameters, boiling of the primary coolant is allowed at the end of the
channel in the standard CANDU R© plants. 4% outlet header quality is chosen after considering
the design power maneuvering rates and flow distribution in the steam generator head in the
design. Maintaining the outlet header pressure to 10.0 MPa(a) is a crucial parameter to keep
an outlet header quality of 4%.
The pressurizers in currently operating CANDU R© plants are maintained partly full of D2O
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with the remaining volume occupied by saturated steam in thermodynamic equilibrium with the
liquid. The reactor outlet header pressure is maintained at the desired value by controlling the
pressure of the steam space, either by heat addition via the pressurizer heaters or by bleeding
steam via the steam bleed valves.
The heavy water inventory in the PHT system should always be enough to not only remove
heat from decay heat in the shutdown state but also to keep the proper level for operation of the
PHT pumps in the normal reactor power operation state to avoid cavitation of the pumps. The
volume of heavy water in the PHT system swells or shrinks with the reactor power changes.
The heavy water inventory should be enough to prevent pressure drop in the PHT during a
reactor trip or ‘stepback’ to a value such that the PHT pump Net Positive Suction Head (NPSH)
requirement is met.
4.1.1.2 Control of the Pressure and Inventory of PHT
The inventory control of the heat transport system is achieved by bleeding D2O out of, or by
feeding D2O into the heat transport system. With the pressurizer connected to the heat transport
system, the inventory control system provides pressurizer level control. When the pressurizer
is isolated from the heat transport system, the inventory control system controls the heat trans-
port system pressure. The control of pressure and inventory of the PHT system is achieved
using the unit computers that are called Digital Control Computer(DCC) X and Y. DCC X
controls the heaters, steam bleed valves in the pressurizer and the feed and bleed valves of the
“Pressure and Inventory Control System” in normal reactor operation state. First, DCC X and
Y calculate the pressurizer level setpoint based on the reactor neutron power measurements, re-
actor outlet header temperatures, and reactor inlet header pressures. Then the level setpoint is
compared with the actual triplicated channel level measurements which are compensated with
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vapor pressure in the pressurizer. The control signals to the heater and control valves are then,
determined based on the proportional and integral control scheme to correct the mismatches.
4.1.1.3 Changes in Pressurizer Process Variables to Disturbances and Failures
When the power of the reactor is decreased, D2O in the PHT system shrinks due to decrease
in temperature at the outlet side of the reactor. A further shrinkage of PHT system D2O occurs
when the PHT system is cooled down, following a reactor shutdown to the ‘zero-power cold’
condition. Shrinkage due to a reactor shutdown (from 100% full power to ‘zero-power hot’)
is entirely made up by D2O which is stored in the pressurizer and shrinkage due to cool-down
(from ‘zero-power hot’ to ‘zero-power cold’) is in part made up by the D2O storage tank.
If there is a Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA), the level of the pressurizer will drop rapidly.
The low level condition is adopted as a suitable signal to monitor for a LOCA condition. The
level set-point is adjusted as a function of the reactor power based on the average outputs
of three in-core flux detectors. The pressurizer level is directly related to the heat transport
inventory, and therefore is an excellent LOCA trip parameter.
The onset of fuel dry-out is a function of the reactor power and the PHT pressure. This
means that the significant element in the pressurizer level trip parameter is related to the change
in the level, not the absolute level in the pressurizer. Furthermore, the amount of lost inventory
(the volumetric inventory loss) is seen as a drop in level, which can be tolerated as a function
of the reactor power.
When the PHT system pressure is rising, the higher pressure pushes some coolant from the
PHT system into the pressurizer, referred to as an ‘in-surge’ flow, raising its level. The rising
water level compresses the vapor. If the ‘in-surge’ flow is more than what can be accommo-
dated, the pressurizer level and pressure increase will cause the pressurizer steam bleed valves
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to open and direct the steam from the pressurizer into the bleed condenser.
In the case of low PHT system pressure, some liquid moves from the pressurizer into the
PHT system which creates an ‘out-surge flow’. As the pressurizer level falls, the vapor above
expands and, therefore, its pressure decreases below the saturation pressure. This causes some
water in the pressurizer to flash to steam, which in turn fills the voids left by the loss of the
liquid. This process minimizes the pressure drop.
If the pressure drop is excessive, additional electric heaters are turned on to raise water tem-
perature and, hence, the vapor pressure. It should be emphasized that these changes of phase-
from liquid to vapor and vice versa- make the pressurizer an effective system in maintaining
PHT system pressure.
4.1.2 Nonlinear Differential Equation Representations of a Pressurizer
An illustrative diagram of the pressurizer is shown in Fig. 4.2. The pressure at the reactor
outlet header is maintained at a desired value by controlling the pressure of the steam space,
either by adding heat via the heaters or by bleeding steam from the steam relief valves as shown
in Fig. 4.2. The nomenclature used in the development of the models is summarized as follows.
Nomenclature
hcs :specific enthalpy of condensing spray (kJ/kg)
hL :specific enthalpy of liquid phase (kJ/kg)
hsp :specific enthalpy of spray (kJ/kg)
hsu :specific enthalpy of surge (kJ/kg)
hV :specific enthalpy of vapor phase (kJ/kg)
LL :liquid level (m)
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mcs:mass of steam condensing into the pressurizer (kg)
mL :mass of water in the liquid region (kg)
mre :mass of vapor leaving the relief valve of the pressurizer (kg)
msp:mass of spray injected into the pressurizer (kg)
msu:mass of water entering the surge line and mixing with liquid (kg)
mV :mass of vapor in the vapor region (kg)
P :pressurizer pressure (MPa)




UL :internal energy of liquid phase (kJ)
UV :internal energy of vapor phase (kJ)
V :pressurizer volume (m3)
VV :pressurizer vapor region volume (m3/kg)
VL :pressurizer liquid region volume (m3/kg)
νV :specific volume of vapor (m3/kg)




























Figure 4.2: Illustrative diagram of a pressurizer
Many papers can be found in the literature to address mathematical models of pressurizers.
Baron[59] summarized works [60][61][62] made prior to his work. Baron proposed a digital
model simulation for analyzing the primary pressure transient in nuclear power plants. In
Baron’s work, models are developed and compared against the experimental data based on the
assumption of two phases in each region inside the pressurizer. Sami[63] followed a similar
procedure and proposed a set of mathematical models for predicting the dynamic response of
a CANDU R© pressurizer.
A more elaborate work for derivation of the mathematical models which relate to the in-
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put and the output of a pressurizer based on Baron’s procedure can be found[64]. The work
describes the procedure for derivation of the direct expressions for variations in pressure, en-
thalpy, and liquid volume in response to input variables described in Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.2 describes the mass and energy transfer diagram of the pressurizer. The mass flow
rate in the liquid region (m˙L) can be written by adding the surge mass flow rate (m˙su ) from the
PHT system and the spray mass flow rate (m˙sp) through the spray control valve and the rate of
mass of steam condensing into the pressurizer (m˙cs). Then,
m˙L = m˙su + m˙cs + m˙sp. (4.1)
The change in the internal energy in the liquid region (U˙L ) can be expressed as
U˙L = m˙suhsu + m˙cshV + m˙sphL + Q˙h − PV˙L. (4.2)
The mass flow rate in the vapor region (m˙V) can be written by subtracting the mass flow rate
going out through the relief valve (m˙re) of the pressurizer and the mass flow rate of condensing
steam to the liquid region (m˙cs) such that
m˙V = −m˙re − m˙cs. (4.3)
The change in internal energy in the vapor region (U˙V) can be expressed
U˙V = −m˙rehV − m˙cshV − PV˙V . (4.4)
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The liquid and vapor internal energy are represented as
UL = mLhL − PVL, (4.5)
UV = mVhV − PVV . (4.6)
The volumes of the liquid and vapor are
VL = mLνL, (4.7)
VV = mVνV , (4.8)
and
V = VL + VV . (4.9)
The differentiations of the Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.8), and Eq. (4.9) with respect to time lead to
V˙L = m˙LνL + mLν˙L, (4.10)
V˙V = m˙VνV + mV ν˙V , (4.11)
and
V˙V + V˙L = 0. (4.12)
The equations of state can be written as
νL = νL(P, hL) (4.13)
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and
νV = νV(P, hV). (4.14)
















Inserting Eq. (4.15) to Eq. (4.10) gives










Inserting Eq. (4.16) to Eq. (4.11) gives










Differentiating Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.6) gives
U˙L = m˙LhL + mLh˙L − (P˙VL + PV˙L), (4.19)
and
U˙V = m˙VhV + mV h˙V − (P˙VV + PV˙V). (4.20)
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Equating Eq. (4.19) and Eq. (4.2) gives
m˙LhL + mLh˙L − (P˙VL + PV˙L) = m˙suhsu + m˙cshV + m˙sphL + Q˙h − PV˙L. (4.21)
From Eq. (4.21), h˙L can be expressed as
h˙L = (m˙suhsu + m˙cshV + m˙sphL + Q˙h + P˙VL − m˙LhL)/mL. (4.22)
Inserting Eq. (4.1) to Eq. (4.22) and reorganizing terms gives














Equating Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.4) gives
m˙VhV + mV h˙V − (P˙VV + PV˙V) = −m˙rehV − m˙cshV − PV˙V . (4.24)
From Eq. (4.24), h˙V can be expressed as
h˙V = (−m˙rehV − m˙cshV + P˙VV − m˙VhV)/mV . (4.25)
Inserting Eq. (4.3) to Eq. (4.25) and reorganizing terms gives








4.1.2.1 Change in Pressure























ChL = (hsu − hL)m˙su + (hV − hL)m˙cs + Q˙h. (4.28)
















































































Then, P˙ can be written as
P˙ =








VL + ∂νL∂P mL
) . (4.33)
Inserting Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.3) to Eq. (4.33) makes
P˙ =








VL + ∂νL∂P mL
) . (4.34)

























Eq. (4.35) shows the pressure variation with respect to m˙re, m˙cs, m˙su, m˙sp, and Q˙h. To cal-
culate the output pressure using Eq. (4.35), the evaluation of the derivatives of water property
presented in Section 4.2 is needed.
4.1.2.2 Change in Enthalpy
The changes in enthalpy to input signals can be calculated through Eq. (4.23) and Eq. (4.26).
However, the enthalpy equations need to be updated using the differential equation of pressure
expressed by Eq. (4.35) before calculating enthalpy change. Further elaboration is made to get
updated enthalpy directly from the input signals. The updated temperature can be calculated

































































































































Eq. (4.38) and Eq. (4.39) show the change in enthalpy of each region with respect to m˙re,
m˙cs, m˙su, m˙sp, and Q˙h. Then, the output temperature in each region can be evaluated using Eq.
(4.38), Eq. (4.39), and Eq. (4.35) with the expression of water property presented in Section
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4.2.
4.1.2.3 Change in Liquid Volume
The pressurizer level is a function of the liquid volume. Once the information of the change
in liquid volume is available, the pressurizer level can be updated. The change in the liquid
volume can be calculated using Eq. (4.17), Inserting Eq. (4.1) to Eq. (4.17) gives











Then, using the expressions for P˙ in Eq. (4.35) and h˙ in Eq. (4.37), Eq. (4.40) can be updated.
Let NP˙ denote the numerator of Eq. (4.35), then
NP˙ = νVm˙re +
{
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Eq. (4.44) shows the change in the liquid volume with respect to m˙re, m˙cs, m˙su, m˙sp, and
Q˙h. Then, the output level of the liquid region can be evaluated using Eq. (4.44) with the
expression of water property presented in Section 4.2.
4.2 Water Property Evaluation
Figure 4.3 shows the input output relationships of a pressurizer. To calculate the output re-
sponse of the pressurizer with the differential equations, the derivatives of water property are
needed. D2O is used for current CANDU R©-6 plants. But, H2O is used in the design of the
PHT system of Advanced CANDU Reactor (ACR), ACR-1000. As this study uses the ACR-
1000 design, the expressions for evaluation of the derivatives of ∂νV/∂hV , ∂νL/∂hL, ∂νV/∂P,
and ∂νL/∂P are derived from the IAPWS-IF97 [23] and applied in the computer codes for the
study. For application of the pressurizer models to the current CANDU-6 plants, the heavy
water property should be used. First, the formulation of the functions for the liquid region
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using the specific Gibbs free energy expression in IAPWS-IF97 [23] is provided followed by















































Figure 4.3: Input output relations of the pressurizer
4.2.1 Liquid Region (Region 1)
The expression for the specific Gibbs free energy of the liquid region is given in IAPWS-
IF97 [23] such that
g(P,T )
RT
= γ(pi, τ) =
34∑
i=1
ni(7.1 − pi)Ii(τ − 1.222)Ji , (4.45)
where
R = 0.461(kJ)(kg)−1K−1 = 0.461 × 103(N)(m)kg−1K−1, (4.46)
P∗ = 16.53(MPa) = 16.53 × 106(N)(m)−2), (4.47)
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The coefficients ni, and exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. (4.45) are provided in the IAPWS-IF97 [23].
Note that if the unit of P is MPa and the unit of T is K, then pi and τ are dimensionless.
4.2.1.1 νL(P,T )
The specific volume can be found using the relationship of ν = (∂g/∂P)T . The right hand side
















can be used for the derivation of the specific volume. Let Pc = 16.53, then from Eq.(4.49), the






















−niIi(7.1 − pi)Ii−1(τ − 1.222)Ji . (4.54)
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Let the constants be
Rc = 0.461, (4.58)
and















The derivative of the specific volume with respect to pressure can be derived from Eq.(4.52)































































niIi(Ii − 1)(7.1 − pi)Ii−2(τ − 1.222)Ji , (4.65)

































Substituting T 2 = T ∗
2

























−niIiJi(7.1 − pi)Ii−1(τ − 1.222)Ji−1, (4.69)
is given in the IAPWS-IF97 [23].
4.2.1.4 TL(P, h)
The expression of TL(P, h) can be found in IAPWS-IF97 [23] as
TL(P, h)
T ∗
= θ(pi, η) =
20∑
i=1














with T ∗ = 1K, P∗ = 1(MPa), and h∗ = 2500(kJ)(kg)−1. Then,
TL(P, h) = T ∗θ(pi, η) = T ∗
20∑
i=1
nipiIi(η + 1)Ji , (4.74)
where the coefficients ni and exponents Ii and Ji of Eq. (4.74) are listed in the IAPWS-IF97 [23]
4.2.1.5 ∂TL(P, h)/∂h






















































To find the numerical expression for ∂νL(P, h)/∂h, the numerical expression for νL(P, h) is
needed. But, the IAPWS-IF97 [23] only gives the explicit function for νL(P,T ). So, the re-
lationship of (∂νL/∂h) = (∂νL/∂T ) × (∂T/∂h) can be used. Using Eq.(4.68) and Eq.(4.80), the




























4.2.2 Vapor Region (Region 2)
The specific Gibbs free energy of the vapor region given in IAPWS-IF97 [23] is
g(P,T )
RT
= γ(pi, τ) = γo(pi, τ) + γr(pi, τ), (4.83)
where pi = P/P∗, τ = T ∗/T , with P∗ = 1(MPa), T ∗ = 540(K), and R given by Eq.(4.46).
The equation for the ideal gas part γo of the dimensionless Gibbs free energy is given





The coefficient noi and J
o
i are listed in the IAPWS-IF97 [23]. The equation for the residual part




nipiIi(τ − 0.5)Ji , (4.85)
where the coefficient ni, Ii and Ji are listed in the IAPWS-IF97 [23].
4.2.2.1 νV(P,T )
The specific volume can be found using the relationship of ν = (∂g/∂P)T . The right hand side



























































































































Let the constant be
Rc = 0.461, (4.93)










































































IinipiIi−1Ji(τ − 0.5)Ji−1. (4.100)
4.2.2.3 ∂νV(P,T )/∂P





























































niIi(Ii − 1)piIi−2(τ − 0.5)Ji . (4.104)
IAPWS-IF97 [23] provides the coefficients of the derivatives.
4.2.2.4 Tv(P, h)
IAPWS-IF97 [23] divides region 2 (the vapor region) into 3 sub-regions as 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c)
for numerical evaluation of temperature as a function of P and h. So, Tv(P, h) and ∂TV(P, h)/∂h
for each subregion are derived in the next sections for the numerical evaluation of the deriva-
tives of the specific volume with respect to enthalpy.
4.2.2.5 Tv(P, h), ∂TV(P, h)/∂h for sub-region (2a)







nipiIi(η − 2.1)Ji , (4.105)
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where
θ = T/T ∗ (4.106)
pi = P/P∗ (4.107)
η = h/h∗ (4.108)


































= T ∗θ2aη(1/h∗). (4.113)
Let
Tc = 1 (4.114)














4.2.2.6 Tv(P, h), ∂TV(P, h)/∂h for sub-region (2b)
The expression of Tv(P, h) for region (2b) reads
TV,2b(P, h)
T ∗
= θ2b(pi, η) =
38∑
i=1



















= T ∗θ2bη(1/h∗), (4.120)












4.2.2.7 Tv(P, h), ∂TV(P, h)/∂h for sub-region (2c)
The expression of Tv(P, h) for region (2c) reads
TV,2c(P, h)
T ∗
= θ2c(pi, η) =
23∑
i=1




















= T ∗θ2cη(1/h∗), (4.125)













Using Eq.(4.98) and Eq.(4.116) or Eq.(4.121) or Eq.(4.126) depending on the sub region, the



























4.3 Verification of the Model
This section provides the results of the model verification by comparing the simulation results
of the non-linear differential models with those of the CATHENA models. In the simulation,
the derivative formulas of the water property presented in the previous sections are used. The
responses of the process variables of the pressurizer to three surge events are studied and com-
pared with those of the CATHENA models in the verification. The linearization errors are also
examined at the normal operation region of the pressurizer for verification of the model and for
preparation of the drift detection algorithm formulation in Ch. 5.
4.3.1 Simulations of the Pressurizer Models
4.3.1.1 Discrete Time State Space Representation of the Pressurizer
In the simulations for the verification, the state variables and input variables are defined as
x =
[


















With such a definition, the differential equations derived in Section 4.1 can be written in a
compact form as
x˙ = f(x,u). (4.132)
The measurement equation is defined as
y =
[

















1 0 0 0 0 0 0
a b 0 0 0 0 0
c 0 d 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 e 0

[
P hL hV mL mV VL VV
]T
, (4.134)
where the coefficients a, b, c, and d can be derived from the IAPWS IF-1997[23]. LL is defined
as the pressurizer level measurement, which can be estimated from the state variable VL. The
coefficient e relating the liquid volume to the level can be derived from the dimension of the
pressurizer.
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The Jacobians can be evaluated at the pressurizer operating conditions. Let’s denote the Jaco-
bian Matrices Jx and Ju evaluated at an operating condition as [Jx]op, and [Ju]op. Let’s denote



















can then be used to update the variables to the input change{
[u]in − [u]op
}
. By approximating differential operations by difference operations, Eq. (4.137)
can be converted into a discrete form as
xk+1 = Fkxk + Gkuk. (4.138)
4.3.1.2 Linearization Error
The response of the pressurizer model to a surge input is simulated based on the non-linear
differential equations. To use Kalman filter for drift detection, the non-linear models of the
pressurizer are linearized first and then converted to discrete time models. The linearized model
of the pressurizer is also simulated and compared with the non-linear model. The assumptions
for the simulations are as follows:
1. The initial pressure is assumed to be 9.78MPa inside the pressurizer.
2. The initial temperatures are assumed to be 305C◦ for the liquid and 315C◦ for the vapor.
3. The initial volume is 37.7m3 for the liquid and 7.6m3 for the vapor.
4. Linearization of the differential equations is made at the initial condition.
5. The sampling interval for the processes is 1 seconds.
6. 10 kg/sec “in-surge” starts at time 10 seconds lasting for 30 seconds. Then, an “out-
surge” starts at 60 seconds also lasting for 30 seconds.
7. IAPWS IF-1997[23] is used for evaluation of the derivatives of specific volume with
respect to enthalpy and pressure.
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8. The coefficient e in Eq. (4.134) relating the liquid volume to the level is derived from the
dimension of the pressurizer (LL = VL/pir2, where r is a radius of the pressurizer.)
The simulation results of the non-linear differential equations are shown in Fig. 4.4. The
profiles of the pressure, temperature, and volume of the pressurizer in each region in response
to the surge event are shown. For the same surge input as shown in Fig. 4.4, the response of
the pressurizer is simulated again by using discrete state space equation of Eq. (4.138). The
simulation errors between the non-linear model and the discrete linear state space model are
plotted in Fig. 4.5. The magnitude of the error can be seen as 10−4MPa in Pressure, 10−4C◦
in liquid temperature, 10−3C◦ in vapor temperature, and 10−3m3 in volumes. The above results
conclude that the discrete time linear state space model representation of the pressurizer is
close enough to the non-linear differential equation model representation under the specific
operating conditions, when considering the acceptable pressure measurement error in nuclear
power plants is around ±0.5% full scale.















































Figure 4.4: Simulation results of the pressurizer based on the nonlinear model
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between the simulation results based on the nonlinear and the linear
discrete pressurizer model
4.3.2 Comparison between the Responses from the Developed Model and
CATHENA Simulation
This section compares the simulated process variables of the pressurizer based on the mathe-
matical models presented in Section 4.1 with those of a CATHENA model. The pressurizer
response to surge conditions and heater conditions are considered and investigated thoroughly
to understand the fundamental behavior of the pressurizer. Basic assumptions in the simulation
are as follows: a) The system is considered to be adiabatic; b) Pressure inside the pressurizer
is uniform; and c) Heat transfer between the pressurizer contents and the pressurizer wall is
negligible.
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4.3.2.1 Response to Surge
The pressurizer out-surge event occurs when the primary heat transport (PHT) system tem-
perature drops. If the PHT system temperature decreases, the coolant in the system shrinks
which leads to out-surge event of the pressurizer. On the other hand, the temperature rise in
the PHT system brings in-surge events in the pressurizer. The pressurizer should be able to
accommodate these transients and be in stable in the normal in/out surge rates. Although the
measurements of the surge flow are not available directly in current design of CANDU R© plants,
it is possible to calculate the surge flow using the reactor outlet header temperature, reactor in-
let header pressure, and the PHT system design volume. It is assumed that the surge flows can
be calculated from the parameters and the simulations are done with the expected surge flows
in this thesis. The initial conditions of the pressurizer are assumed to be: Level = 12.24m,
TL = 305.0C◦,Tv = 315.0◦, P = 97.8Bar).
Level Change Subject to Surges: Fig. 4.6 shows the simulation results of the level responses
to 3 different surge events (5kg/sec out-surge, 8kg/sec out-surge, and 10kg/sec in-surge) sim-
ulated in MATLAB R© and CATHENA respectively. Simulation started with initial level 12.24m
when surge events applied. The pressurizer level drops to the out-surge events and the level
increases to the in-surge events. The level deviations from using different calculation methods
are shown in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.6: Level change subject to surge events
Table 4.1: Level deviations after 40sec.
Condition CATHENA MATLAB R© Deviationa
5kg/sec Out 12.1599m 12.1615m -0.0016m
8kg/sec Out 12.1098m 12.1251m -0.0153m
10kg/sec In 12.4070m 12.4065m 0.0005m
aCATHENA-MATLAB R©
Temperature Change Subject to Surges: The simulation results of the temperature re-
sponses to 3 different surge events (5kg/sec out-surge, 8kg/sec out-surge, and 10kg/sec in-
surge) simulated in MATLAB R© and CATHENA are shown in Fig. 4.7. and Fig. 4.8. The liquid
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and vapor temperature drops to the out surge events and increases to the in surge events because
of expansion of the volume. The temperature deviations from different methods are listed in
Table 4.2. The deviations of the liquid temperature are relatively smaller than those of vapor
temperature. It seems that further investigation on the simulation details in the MATLAB R©
programming and in the CATHENA mathematical models is needed to identify the cause of
deviations in the vapor temperature.




























Figure 4.7: Temperature response subject to a surge event(5kg/sec out-surge)
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Figure 4.8: Temperature response subject to surge events(8kg/sec out-surge, and 10kg/sec
in-surge)
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Table 4.2: Temperature deviations(C◦) after 40sec.
Condition Region CATHENA MATLAB R© Deviationa
5kg/sec Out
Liquid 304.8322 304.9413 -0.1091
Vapor 309.8026 311.8963 -2.0937
8kg/sec Out
Liquid 304.7239 304.8968 -0.1729
Vapor 306.7570 310.0808 -3.3238
10kg/sec In
Liquid 305.4244 305.1806 0.2438
Vapor 325.6931 321.6268 4.0663
aCATHENA-MATLAB R©
Pressure Change Subject to Surges: Fig. 4.9 shows the simulation results of the pres-
sure responses to 3 different surge events (5kg/sec out-surge, 8kg/sec out-surge, and 10kg/sec
in-surge) simulated in MATLAB R© and CATHENA. Simulation started with initial pressure
9.78MPa when surge events applied. The pressure drops to the out surge events and increases
at the in surge events. The pressure deviations from using different software are shown in Table
4.3.
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Figure 4.9: Pressure change to surge events
Table 4.3: Pressure deviations(MPa) after 40sec.
Condition CATHENA MATLAB R© Deviationa
5kg/sec Out 9.47 9.46 -0.01
8kg/sec Out 9.25 9.33 -0.08
10kg/sec In 10.70 10.33 -0.37
aCATHENA-MATLAB R©
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4.3.2.2 Response to Heater Operation
As it is shown in Fig. 4.2, heaters are used in the pressurizer to increase pressure. One ‘propor-
tional heater’ which has 200kW capacity and four ‘On-off heaters’ which have 800kW capacity
are the standard design for a CANDU R©-6 NPP. The proportional heater can be turned on con-
tinuously for compensation of the heat loss through the pressurizer wall. In the simulation, the
system is considered to be adiabatic (i.e., no heat exchange between the pressurizer) so that
only the net heater input other than the continuous heater input is considered as a input param-
eter. The out-surge caused by expansion of the coolant in the pressurizer is not considered,
as it is assumed that the pressurizer isolation valves are closed. These assumptions are good
enough for calculation of the pressure responses for drift checking. The temperature, level, and
pressure responses to 1,000kW adding heat inside the liquid region are shown in Fig. 4.10 and
Fig. 4.11 respectively. The liquid region stays at sub-cooled state and the vapor region stays at
super heated region during the process of adding heat as it can be seen. The pressure and the
level also increase during the process.
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Figure 4.10: Level and pressure change subject to heater operation
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Figure 4.11: Temperature change subject to heater operation
4.4 Summary
For demonstration of the drift detection algorithms introduced in Ch.2 and Ch. 3, the models
for two regions (vapor, liquid) of the pressurizer of a CANDU R© nuclear power plant are derived
in this chapter. The design features of the PHT systems are briefly reviewed in Section 4.1.1 to
define the process variables of the pressurizer. Then, the non-linear differential equations of the
pressure, enthalpy, level of the pressurizer are derived in Section 4.1.2. An evaluation method
of the derivatives of the water property in the non-linear equations is presented in Section 4.2
using IAPWS-IF97 [23]. The comparison between the responses from the developed model
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and CATHENA simulation is provided in Section 4.3. The non-linear differential equations
derived in this chapter are linearized in Ch. 5 to apply the Kalman filter algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Demonstration of Drift Detection Using
the Pressurizer Models
The proposed algorithms for drift detection consist of two steps: 1) generation of the innova-
tions, 2) change detection of the innovations. The innovation process using a Kalman filter is
studied for generation of the residuals sensitive to the measurement drift in Ch.2. Methods for
calculation of the mean and the variance of the innovation process before and after onset of
the drift are also provided in Ch. 2. With knowledge of statistical properties of the innova-
tion process, the change detection algorithms presented in Ch. 3 can be applied to determine
statistically whether drift is presented in the measurements or not.
In this chapter, the linearized discrete time models of the pressurizer derived in Ch.4 are
processed by a Kalman filter for demonstration of the method for residual generation. The mea-
surements of the pressure and the level of the pressurizer model are processed by the Kalman
filter. The noises and the measurement drift are simulated and processed by the Kalman filter
along with the pressurizer models. The change in the mean of the innovation process of the
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measurements(pressure and level) of the simulations are compared with the analytic method
provided in Ch.2 to examine the change magnitude in the mean by the drift in the measure-
ments. The variance of the innovation process is compared between simulations and the Hamil-
tonian method provided in Ch. 2.
Section 5.1 describes a particular Kalman filter used in this chapter. The statistical prop-
erties of the innovations of the pressure and the level measurements of the pressurizer are
examined in Section 5.2. After calculation of the mean and the variance in a drift environment,
the change detection algorithms are applied to detect the drift in the innovations. The results
of the simulation of the change detection algorithms are summarized in Section 5.3.
5.1 Discrete Kalman Filter for the Pressurizer
With consideration of the system and measurement noises on the pressurizer, a discrete linear
state space model of Eq. (4.138) can be expressed as:
xk+1 = Fkxk + Gkuk + wk, (5.1)
yk = Hkxk + αk + vk, (5.2)
where wk represents system noise, vk represents the measurement noise, and α represents the
measurement drift rate. For derivation of the mean and the variance of the innovations in a
drift environment, the pressure and the liquid volume are selected as the state variables and the
110
























The differential equations of Eq. (4.35) and (4.44) for the pressure and the liquid volume of
the pressurizer are linearized under the assumptions listed in Section 4.3.1.2. The coefficients
of the differential equations are evaluated using the water properties developed in Section 4.2
at the 100% full power operating condition of the pressurizer. Based on the evaluations of the











For simulation of the model, the internal disturbance and noises are generated by zero mean













It is assumed that the drift in the pressure measurement changes at a linear rate of αdri f t =
0.1MPa/100sec = 10−3MPa/sec whereas the liquid volume of the pressurizer does not have






Fig. 5.1 shows the noises and the drift added to the measurement.
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Figure 5.1: Noises and simulated drift added to the pressurizer model
5.2 Statistical Properties of the Innovations of the Pressur-
izer Model
5.2.1 Drift Effect on the mean of the Innovation Sequence
Fig. 5.2 shows the Kalman filter estimations of the pressure without augmenting the drift state
and the pressure measurements at each time for the surge input shown in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 5.3.b
shows the innovation sequence calculated at each time step before using the augmented system
matrix. The estimation of the drift rate by the augmented system matrix provided in Section
113
2.3.1 is shown in Fig. 5.3.a. The expectation of the innovations using Eq. (2.34) is also shown
in Fig. 5.3.b. As shown there in, the drift estimation stays in the vicinity of 10−3MPa/sec,
which coincides with the added drift state in the pressure measurement equation as shown in
Fig. 5.1.





























Figure 5.2: Pressure(A posteriori Kalman filter estimation)
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Figure 5.3: Drift estimations and innovations
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the innovations under the Kalman filter structures
Fig. 5.4 shows the innovation sequences before and after the augmentation of the Kalman
filter model. The innovation sequence after augmentation stays at the zero level. The extraction
of the drift state from the pressure measurement by the new equation restores the expectation
of the innovation sequences back to the zero level as shown.
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5.2.2 Calculation of the steady state covariance
The symplectic matrixM of Eq. (2.77) can be written from Eq. (5.6) - (5.10) as
M =
 F
−T F−T HT R−1H




1 0 104 0
0 1 0 (526.1105)
10−6 0 1.0100 0
0 2 × 10−6 0 1.0011

. (5.12)
The eigenvalues are λ1 = 0.9049 , λ2 = 1.1051, λ3 = 0.9681, and λ4 = 1.0330 . As it can be
















−1 0 1 0
0 1 0 −1
9.5105 × 10−6 0 1.0512 × 10−5 0
0 −6.0664 × 10−5 0 −6.2664 × 10−5

. (5.15)













0 6.2664 × 10−5
 . (5.16)
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A steady state value for the covariance of the innovation sequence, can be calculated using Eq.
(2.81) as























































Figure 5.5: Time trajectories of a priori estimation error and the variance of the innovations
The a priori estimation error and the variance of the innovations of the pressure measure-
ments are shown in Fig. 5.5. The steady state value of a priori estimation error shown in
Fig. 5.5 is consistent with the analytical solution (1.105 × 10−5) predicted by Eq. (5.16). The
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variance of the innovation sequence of the pressure measurement is also consistent with the
analytical solution (0.01052 = 1.1051 × 10−4) predicted by Eq. (5.17).
5.2.3 Comparison of the Mean and the Variance of the Innovations
To illustrate the effect of the drift in measurements on the innovation sequences, the output
pressure variable is chosen for simulation of the drift-free and the drift scenarios with the drift
rate of αdri f t = 0.1MPa/100sec. = 10−3MPa/sec. in the pressure measurements. Histograms
of the simulated innovations collected during the time interval of 1000 seconds for both drift-
free and drift case are shown in Fig. 5.6. The shift in the mean of the drift innovations can be
observed in the figure.


















Figure 5.6: Histograms of the innovation sequence
Table 5.1 compares the mean and the variance of the innovations from the simulation with
those from the theoretical calculation by Eq. (5.17). Based on the statistics, Gaussian prob-
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ability density functions are generated as shown in Fig. 5.7. From this simulation, it can be
drawn that the drift rate, αdri f t = 10−3MPa/sec. causes the shift in the mean of the innovations
to 0.0107MPa for the system.

















Figure 5.7: Probability density functions of the innovation sequence
Table 5.1: Comparison of the mean and the variance of the innovations of the pressure
Case Mean Variance
Theory 0 (0.0105)2
Drift-free −2.4 × 10−5 (0.0108)2
Drift 0.0107 (0.0108)2
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5.3 Simulations of the Change Detection Algorithms
The behaviors of the change detection algorithms to six different change magnitudes (µ1) in the
neighbor of µ1 = 0.0107 altered by the drift shown in Table 5.1 are examined in this section. In
total, 1,000 innovation sequences of X j are randomly generated using the Gaussian probability
density function for each change magnitude to study the mean delay by the algorithms. Each
of the innovation sequences is composed of 300 samples of X j.
The change time, tc, is arbitrarily chosen to be 150th sample of the innovation sequences in
the simulations. Before the change time, the mean of the innovation sequence is set to zero.
After the change time, the mean of the innovation sequence becomes µ1. The variance of the
sequence is assumed to be unchanged.
In the simulations, the moving window size of the SSIT is adjusted to be the mean delay
calculated by Theorem 3 with respect to the change magnitudes. The EWMA weights are
configured with the optimal weight corresponding to the change magnitudes as well. Section
5.3.1 provides examples of the time domain behavior of the decision function of the SSIT
compared with those of the other two change detection algorithms. Section 5.3.2 discusses
the distribution of the detection time and compares the mean delay by simulations and by
evaluations of the ARL function
5.3.1 Behavior of the Decision Functions
A sample sequence of the innovations for µ1 = 0.008 is shown in Fig. 5.8.a. For easy reference,
the mean of the innovation process before and after the change is also overlapped. The signal
processing result by the decision function of the SSIT for the sample sequence is shown in
Fig. 5.8.b. The detection time, ta = 200, at which the decision function crosses over the
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threshold (hS S IT = 4.5) is also highlighted in the figure. The width of the moving window is
set (WS S IT = 31 samples) for the change magnitude based on the Theorem 3.
For the same sample sequence of the innovations, the decision functions of the EWMA
and the CUSUM control chart are plotted along with each detection time in Fig. 5.9. The
decision function of the EWMA is configured with the optimal weight (λ = 0.04) for the
change magnitude. The decision function of the CUSUM is also matched to the exact change
magnitude. For the particular sequence of the observations, the detection time ta = 199 can be
observed for the EWMA and the CUSUM as it can be seen in Fig. 5.9.

























Figure 5.8: Observations and change detection by the SSIT (µ1 = 0.008)
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a. EWMA (0 = 0, 1 = 0.008, 0 = 0.01,  = 0.04)
EWMA
ta = 199
















Figure 5.9: Change detection by the EWMA, CUSUM (µ1 = 0.008)
Another sample sequence of the innovations for µ1 = 0.018 is shown in Fig. 5.10.a. The
signal processing results by the decision function of the SSIT, EWMA, and CUSUM for the
same sample sequence are shown in Fig. 5.10.b, Fig. 5.11.a, and Fig. 5.11.b respectively.
As the change in the sequence in Fig. 5.10.a is so apparent compared to the change shown
in Fig. 5.8.a, the detection delays of the algorithms are all within 7 samples for the sequence.
The width of the moving window of the SSIT is adjusted to (WS S IT = 5 samples) for the change
magnitude based on the Theorem 3. The decision function of the EWMA is configured with
the optimal weight (λ = 0.17) which is listed in Table 5.2. For the particular innovations, the
SSIT has brought a shorter delay in detection of the change than other algorithms as it can
be seen from the figures. The apparent change in the decision functions before and after the
change time can also be seen in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11.
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Figure 5.10: Observations and change detection by the SSIT (µ1 = 0.018)











a. EWMA (0 = 0, 1 = 0.018, 0 = 0.01,  = 0.17)
EWMA
ta = 157
















Figure 5.11: Change detection by the EWMA, CUSUM (µ1 = 0.018)
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Table 5.2: Comparison of the mean delay(Unit: Samples)
µ1 SSITa EWMA CUSUM
Theoryb Sim.c WS S IT ARLd Sim. λ ARL Sim.
0.008 30.6406 30.6750 31 37.2774 36.2460 0.04 38.1370 37.3630
0.010 19.2500 18.4670 19 24.4761 24.1950 0.06 25.5566 24.5960
0.012 13.0625 12.5910 13 17.3927 17.4180 0.09 18.2027 17.7670
0.014 9.3316 9.1250 9 13.0659 12.6310 0.11 13.5982 12.8780
0.016 6.9102 6.8290 7 10.2325 10.1660 0.14 10.5473 10.0690
0.018 5.2500 5.6440 5 8.2697 8.2370 0.17 8.4323 8.3270
aα0 = 1 − Φ(hS S IT ) = 3.3976 × 10−6
bBy Inequality (3.53)
cSimulations
dBy evaluation of the ARL function
The behaviors of the decision functions over time in response to the drift are shown in
Fig. 5.8 - Fig. 5.11. However, for derivation of the statistical insights of the change detection
algorithms, the more interesting question is how frequently the detection time lies within a band
of detection delay calculated by the ARL functions. The distribution of the detection time is
provided in the next section by integrating the simulation results described in this section.
5.3.2 Distribution of the Detection Time
This section compares the mean delay (τ¯d) by simulations and by evaluations of the ARL
functions to check the consistency of the mean delay of each change detection algorithms.
Distribution of the detection time (ta) of the SSIT from 1,000 simulations for each change
magnitude is shown in Fig. 5.12. The delay for detection of the change (τd = ta − tc) is
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collected and the mean of the delay (τ¯d) is plotted for each change magnitude in Fig. 5.13
along with the mean delay calculated by Theorem 3.
Figure 5.12: Distribution of the detection time (SSIT)
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Comparison of d of SSIT





Figure 5.13: Mean delay (SSIT)
As the change magnitude increases, the shorter in detection time and the narrower in detec-
tion band can be observed in Fig. 5.12. The simulation results of the mean delay agree to the
Theorem 3 as it can be seen in Fig. 5.13. The distribution of the detection time of the EWMA
is shown in Fig. 5.14 and the corresponding mean delay is plotted in Fig. 5.15 along with the
evaluated ARLs shown in Table 3.2. The distribution of the detection time of the CUSUM is
shown in Fig. 5.16. The corresponding mean delay is shown in Fig. 5.17 as well.
Table 5.2 summarizes the mean delay of the simulation results and compares each other.
The mean delay from the simulation results coincide with the evaluations of the ARL functions
as it can be seen in the figures and Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.14: Distribution of the detection time (EWMA)









Comparison of d of EWMA





Figure 5.15: Mean delay (EWMA)
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of the detection time (CUSUM)















Figure 5.17: Mean delay (CUSUM)
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When selecting a change detection algorithm, one would prefer to choose the algorithm
which can bring; (1) The minimum mean delay, (2) The narrower standard deviation. Hence,
the standard deviation of the detection delay and the maximum detection time obtained from
the simulations are compared in this section as well. For the change magnitude (µ1 = 0.008),
the results from the 1000 simulations are plotted in Fig. 5.18. The mean detection time (t¯a) by
each algorithm is also shown in the title area. The shortest mean detection time (t¯a = 180.675),
by the SSIT among those by other algorithms can be obtained from Fig. 5.18.
The overview of the same results for comparing the detection time is also provided in Fig.
5.19. Table 5.3 lists the maximums and the standard deviations of the detection times. Note
that the maximums of the detection time in Table 5.3 are shown without subtracting the change
time (tc = 150) to be easy references of the distribution of the detection time in Fig. 5.18 and
Fig. 5.19.







a. SSIT (t¯a = 180.675 µ1 = 0.008 α0 = 3.3977e-006)







b. EWMA (t¯a = 186.246 µ1 = 0.008 α0 = 3.3977e-006)








c. CUSUM (t¯a = 187.363 µ1 = 0.008 α0 = 3.3977e-006)
Figure 5.18: Distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.008)
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.008)
Table 5.3: Maximum and standard deviation of the detection time(Unit: Samples)
µ1 Maxa(τd) STD(τd)
SSIT EWMA CUSUM SSIT EWMA CUSUM
0.008 284 263 239 19.5109 13.8086 12.6515
0.010 209 213 210 8.1306 9.1240 8.5131
0.012 193 210 197 10.5430 7.1150 6.3843
0.014 181 185 183 8.1273 5.0775 4.7129
0.016 170 184 184 9.0631 3.9880 6.2739
0.018 167 173 175 7.3265 3.1513 3.0551
aα0 = 1 − Φ(hS S IT ) = 3.3976 × 10−6
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Fig. 5.20 shows the mean delay along with the standard deviation with respect to the change
magnitudes. The CUSUM produces the smallest standard deviations among the algorithms in
the simulations except in the change magnitude of (µ1 = 0.010) and (µ1 = 0.016) as can be
seen in Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.20. The SSIT produces the largest standard deviation than the
other schemes except in the change magnitude of (µ1 = 0.010) in the simulations as can be
seen in Fig. 5.20. It is apparent from Fig. 5.20 that the SSIT results in the shortest mean delay
in the whole change magnitudes with the largest standard deviations.
For selection of a change detection algorithm, the smallest standard deviation with the
shortest mean delay in detection is the most desirable criteria. The shortest mean delay associ-
ated with the SSIT is a positive factor, whereas the largest standard deviation of the detection
delay is, unfortunately a negative factor in the selection process. However, the overall delay
of the SSIT within a standard deviation from the mean is the shortest among the algorithms
in the change magnitude from 0.008 to 0.014 as can be seen from Fig 5.20. This shows that
the SSIT produces shorter delay than any other change detection algorithms for those change
magnitudes. The distribution of the detection time for the different change magnitudes from
the simulations can be examined from Fig. 5.22 - Fig. 5.31. The results in these figures form
the foundation of the Fig. 5.21, Fig. 5.20 and Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.20: Mean and standard deviation of the detection delay (by simulations)





















Figure 5.21: Maximum detection time(by simulations)
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a . SSIT (t¯a = 168.467 µ1 = 0.01 α0 = 3.3977e-006)







b. EWMA (t¯a = 174.195 µ1 = 0.01 α0 = 3.3977e-006)








c. CUSUM (t¯a = 174.596 µ1 = 0.01 α0 = 3.3977e-006)
Figure 5.22: Distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.01)
Figure 5.23: Comparison of the distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.01)
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a. SSIT (t¯a = 162.591 µ1 = 0.012 α0 = 3.3977e-006)







b. EWMA (t¯a = 167.418 µ1 = 0.012 α0 = 3.3977e-006)








c. CUSUM (t¯a = 167.767 µ1 = 0.012 α0 = 3.3977e-006)
Figure 5.24: Distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.012)
Figure 5.25: Comparison of the distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.012)
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a. SSIT (t¯a = 159.125 µ1 = 0.014 α0 = 3.3977e-006)







b. EWMA (t¯a = 162.631 µ1 = 0.014 α0 = 3.3977e-006)








c. CUSUM (t¯a = 162.878 µ1 = 0.014 α0 = 3.3977e-006)
Figure 5.26: Distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.014)
Figure 5.27: Comparison of the distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.014)
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a. SSIT (t¯a = 156.829 µ1 = 0.016 α0 = 3.3977e-006)







b. EWMA (t¯a = 160.166 µ1 = 0.016 α0 = 3.3977e-006)








c. CUSUM (t¯a = 160.069 µ1 = 0.016 α0 = 3.3977e-006)
Figure 5.28: Distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.016)
Figure 5.29: Comparison of the distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.016)
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a. SSIT (t¯a = 155.644 µ1 = 0.018 α0 = 3.3977e-006)







b. EWMA (t¯a = 158.237 µ1 = 0.018 α0 = 3.3977e-006)








c. CUSUM (t¯a = 158.327 µ1 = 0.018 α0 = 3.3977e-006)
Figure 5.30: Distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.018)
Figure 5.31: Comparison of the distribution of the detection time (µ1 = 0.018)
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5.4 Summary
The discrete Kalman filter model used in simulation of the pressurizer is described in Section
5.1. Using the Kalman filter model, the effect of the pressure measurement drift on the mean
of the innovation sequence is shown in Section 5.2. The steady state covariance calculated
by the Hamiltonian method matches well with the simulation results as shown in Section 5.2.
The performance of the change detection algorithms of the SSIT, EWMA, and CUSUM are
compared by evaluation of the average run length functions and by simulations in Section
5.3. The standard deviations and the maximum delay for the detection of the change are also
compared using the simulation results.
It is shown by the simulations that the mean delay of the SSIT is the shortest among the
algorithms although the standard deviation of the SSIT is the largest. The lower bound of the
mean delay by the SSIT matches closely with the simulation results. It is also shown that the
size of the moving window can be determined by the lower bound of the mean delay. In the
comparison, it is shown that the SSIT can be a competitive method for detection of the change





The significance of the detection of the drift in measurements is reviewed in Ch. 1. The
economic consequences of the measurement drift caused by fouling of the venturi meters for
the feed water flow measurement of nuclear power plants are also reviewed as an example of
the significant effect of the drift in measurements. To address the methods for detection of
the drift in measurements, the study takes a two-step approach: 1) residual generation, and 2)
statistical change detection.
The events which can change the statistical properties of the residuals over time in the
measurement processes are surveyed in Ch. 2. Excluding the events of low probability, the
changes in the statistical properties of the residuals are most likely due to the control signals for
rejecting disturbances and changing operation ranges. To generate residuals to be insensitive to
the control signals but sensitive to the drift, a Kalman filter approach is taken. By using a model
which relates the control inputs to the measurements, the innovation sequence of the Kalman
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filter model can be produced to be insensitive to the control signals. To process the residuals
using the statistical change detection algorithms, the statistical properties of the innovation
process need to be identified. Hence, the mean and the variance of the innovation process in a
drift free environment are investigated in Ch. 2. The effect of the drift in measurements on the
change magnitude of the mean of the innovation process is investigated in Ch. 2 as well.
A method using augmented system matrices for processing by a Kalman filter is proposed
to estimate the mean of the innovation process in a drift environment. An alternative analytic
method to estimate the mean of the innovation process in the drift environment is also derived
in Ch. 2. The Hamiltonian approach for evaluation of the steady state covariance of the innova-
tion process is investigated in Ch. 2 and a solution to the Discrete Algebraic Riccati Equation
(DARE) of the covariance matrix of the innovation process of a time invariant system is re-
viewed. The solution method is evaluated in the application study in Ch. 5. The information of
the statistical properties obtained by the methods presented in Ch. 2 enables for the statistical
change detection algorithms to detect the existence of the drift in the measurements.
Each change detection algorithm has different detection delays over the same residuals gen-
erated to be sensitive to the drift. Hence, the change detection algorithms[12][13] are investi-
gated in Ch. 3. The study has also attempted to develop a new method for detecting the change
statistically with a shorter delay. Many change detection algorithms introduced in [12][13] can
be used for statistical decision of the drift detection; however, the method newly developed in
this study can provide a shorter delay in detection of the change under the condition of the same
Type I error probability. The decision function of the proposed method searches backward for
the maximum of the standardized sum of the previous i, (i = 0, 1, . . . ,W) innovations at each
sampling instant, where W is the size of the moving window. Hence, the method is referred to
as the standardized sum of the innovations test (SSIT). The statistical property of the decision
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function is derived to set the decision threshold statistically. A method for calculation of the
mean delay and for decision of the size of the moving window of the SSIT is also provided
in the form of theorems. The mean delay of the new algorithm is compared with those of the
EWMA control chart, CUSUM control chart, and the GLRT in Ch. 3. The comparison of
the ARLs shows that the new method leads to the shortest detection delay among the change
detection algorithms compared.
An example of the modeling process is demonstrated by analyzing the design of the pres-
surizer of a CANDU R© nuclear power plant in Ch. 4. The analytic models of the pressurizer in
the form of non-linear differential equations are developed. For evaluation of the coefficients
of the non-linear models, the derivative functions of the water property using IAPWS-97 [23]
are also derived under the study. The non-linear models are linearized and discretized and the
linearized errors are investigated. For verification of the developed models, the responses of
the analytic models to control inputs are compared with those processed by the CATHENA
model. The verification study shows that the models have little deviations in the pressurizer’s
normal operation region.
The linearized discrete time models of the pressurizer presented in Ch.4 are processed by
a Kalman filter for residual generation. The simulated measurements of the pressure and the
level of the pressurizer model are used in the Kalman filter model. It is also demonstrated that
the innovation process is insensitive to the control inputs but sensitive to the drift using the
pressurizer model in Ch. 5.
The change in the mean of the innovation process of the measurements(pressure and level)
of the simulations are compared with the analytic method described in Ch.2 to examine the
change magnitude of the mean caused by the drift in the measurements. The variance of the
innovation process is compared using both simulations and the Hamiltonian method provided
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in Ch. 2. The statistical properties of the innovations of the pressure and the level measure-
ments of the pressurizer are examined. After calculation of the mean and the variance in the
drift environment, the change detection algorithms are used to detect the drift.
The performance of the change detection algorithms of the SSIT, EWMA, and CUSUM are
compared by evaluation of the average run length functions and by simulations. The standard
deviations and the maximum delay for the detection of the change are also compared using
the simulation results. The results show that the mean delay of the SSIT is the shortest among
all the algorithms. However, the standard deviation of the detection delay by the SSIT is the
largest, which can be a drawback of the SSIT. It is also shown that the lower bound of the mean
delay calculated by the theorem related to the SSIT closely matches the simulation results. It
is also shown through simulations that the size of the moving window can be decided by the
theorem stating lower bound of the mean delay of the SSIT.
6.2 Conclusions
The significant outcomes of the study and the conclusions can be summarized as follows based
on the theorems derived and the results of the demonstrations of the algorithms using the pres-
surizer models:
1. The Kalman filter model can be used to produce the residuals insensitive to the control
signals but sensitive to the measurement drift excluding the events of low probability,
which can change the statistical properties of the residuals.
2. The change in the mean of the innovation process of the Kalman filter model caused by
the drift in measurements can be estimated using the augmented system matrices and the
Kalman filter.
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3. The change in the mean of the innovation process can also be estimated by the analytical
method proposed in this thesis.
4. The change in the mean of the innovation process can be used to detect the drift by the
change detection algorithms processing the innovation process.
5. The SSIT can be used in the case of the white Gaussian noise innovation process.
6. The maximum of the mean of the decision function of the SSIT can be obtained by the
test statistic summed backward to the changed sample from the current sample.
7. By checking the maximum of the decision function backward, the SSIT can estimate the
change point statistically in the innovation sequence.
8. The size of the moving window of the SSIT can be determined using Theorem 3 devel-
oped by the study under the condition of a priori knowledge of the change magnitude.
9. The mean delay by the SSIT can be estimated using Theorem 3 under the condition of a
priori knowledge of the change magnitude.
10. The SSIT brings the shortest mean delay for detection of the change among the change
detection algorithms compared for the same Type I error probability.
Using the outcomes of the study listed above, the drift in sensor measurements can be
decided with the probability of a Type I error with respect to the decision. The developed
algorithms have been successfully applied to the pressurizer of a CANDU-6 nuclear power
plant for detection of the pressure sensor drift and estimation of the size of the drift. This study
can also be applied to other industry systems where the models of the systems are available
and the assumptions of the algorithms are satisfied.
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6.3 Suggestions for Future Work
6.3.1 Analytic Solution to the Standard Deviation of the Decision Func-
tion of the SSIT
The study demonstrates that the decision function of the SSIT can detect changes in the mean of
the innovation process with a shorter delay than the EWMA and the CUSUM tests. The mean
delay for detection of the change by the SSIT can be estimated by Theorem 3 analytically.
Through simulations, the standard deviation of the SSIT is compared with that of the EWMA
and the CUSUM tests, but an analytic method for estimation of the standard deviation of the
decision function of the SSIT has not been developed yet. Derivation of analytic expressions
for estimation of the standard deviation of the SSIT can be included in a future study.
6.3.2 Robustness of the SSIT
The moving window size and the mean delay of the SSIT can be determined under the condition
of a priori information of the change magnitude. However, the change magnitude in many
fault detection cases is not known a priori. Then, the size of the moving window and the mean
delay of the SSIT cannot be exactly predefined and is not optimal with respect to Type I error
probability. Hence, it can be suggested that a study of the robustness of the SSIT compared to
other change detection algorithms should be performed under a future study.
6.3.3 Recursive Version of the SSIT
The SSIT algorithm requires that the decision function be evaluated from current measurement
backward to the size of the moving window at every sampling time for the decision. Hence, the
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same size of memory for reserving the decision functions as the moving window is required
along with the computational loads at every sampling time. If the size of the moving window is
large, the calculation of the decision function can be a burden in a real time operation environ-
ment with limited processing power. If a recursive method can be developed for the decision
function of the SSIT, the processing burden of the decision functions can be reduced.
6.3.4 Pressurizer Models under Different Operating Conditions
The pressurizer volume can be divided into two regions: the steam region and the liquid re-
gion. The steam region can be either saturated or overheated and the liquid region can be either
saturated or overcooled. The pressurizer models developed in this thesis are under the assump-
tion of overcooled liquid region and superheated vapor region with the same pressure in both
regions. The development of the models for the saturated liquid region and the saturated steam
region under different pressure in each region can be a valuable work for a future study.
6.3.5 Water Properties for Different Regions
To calculate the output response of the pressurizer with the differential equations derived in this
thesis, the derivatives of water property in the equations are based on the IAPWS-IF97. The
numerical calculation methods of the derivatives for the liquid region (IAPWS-IF97 Region
1) and for the vapor region (IAPWS-IF97 Region 2a and 2b) are derived from the IAPWS-
IF97 in this thesis. However, the IAPWS-IF97 also includes Region 3, 4, and 5 as well. The
development of the numerical models for evaluation of the derivatives in Region 3, 4, and 5 of
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